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aiti declares
state of siege
By JEFFREY ULternCH
Associated Press Writer

AMY WILSON/Lb.:Oar & T 'nes photo

Sid Easley, (right) chairman of Murray State University's board of regents, welcomed three regents at a swearing-in ceremony Saturday. Pictured
(from left): Brian YanHorn, student regent serving a second term; Thomas A. Bunch of Lexington, appointed by Gov. Brereton Jones; and staff
regent Marie Jones. Circuit Judge John Daughaday of Mayfield conducted the ceremony.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) — Haiti's de facto president
declared a national state of siege
today and dramatically
announced that "the battle 'of
Haiti is under wax."
The pre-dawn declaration by
Emile Jonassaint came 14 hours
after the U.N. Security Council
cleared the way for a possible
U.S.-led invasion to oust Haiti's
military leaders and restore
cleposed President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide to office. .
Under the 1987 constitution, a
state of siege allows for the suspension of certain civil liberties,
but it was not immediately
known what steps would follow.
Jonassaint, the chief justice of
the .Haitian Supreme Court, was
installed as president in May by a
minority group of army-backed
lawmakers. He assumed the
prime minister's post and named
a clique of extreme rightists and
nationalists to the Cabinet.
"The battle Of Haiti is under
way," he said on national radio

battle of
"The
Haiti is under way.
We will fight it with
all our might and
means. It will be
hard and implacable."
Emile Jonassaint (de facto president)

and- television, although probably ,
tew Haitians were awake to hear,
him. "We will fight it with all
our might and means. It will be
hard and implacable."
'He accused the international
community 'of racism and of
openly declaring war on "a
nation that threatens no one."
His speech was followed by
the reading of the decree and then
morale-boosting pieces such as:
"Today Haiti, tomorrow who?"
Jonassaint was accompanied by
II See Page 2

Man
in
killed
New regents take the oath tractor accident
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

a board for a second term.
Bunch was appointed by Gov. Brereton Jones to replace James
With, three new'faces around the board table, members of Murray
Butts, whose term expired July 1. Jones was elected by staff members
State University's board of regents are gearing up for some aggressive to become the first staff regent in the university's history.
techniques to address issues at Ale univ.ersity.
"I have been here one month and 1 have had 'very positive recepThe regents welcomed President Dr. Kern Alexander, as well as
tion
from the faculty and the staff," Alexander said. "We've had
regent Thomas Bunch and staff regent Marie Jones at Saturday's
meeting. Student regent Brian VanHorn was welcomed back to the
II See Page 2

By STACEY CROOK
Staff -Writer
A 38-year-old Almo man was
killed Saturday evening when his
tractor ,overturned and pinned
him underneath.
Kim Earl Scott was pronounced dead at the scene at 7:30

p.m. by deputy coroner Damon
'Mathis. (See Deaths, page 9).
Calloway Sheriff Stan Scott
said the man., Was apparently
using a Bushhog mower to clear
farmland 'off Ky. 1836, north of
Ky. 464.
II See Page 2

Kentucky Air Guardsmen ease suffering abroad
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer

tragic, trouble spot — the
disease-ridden refugee camps in
east-central Africa where scores
of Rwandans have huddled since
fleeing a civil war.
Parero, 32, is a captain with
the Kentucky Air National
Guard's 123rd Airlig Wing,
which has played a rote in relief
missions overseas. His efforts in
northern Iraq came while he was
with the U.S. Air Force.
Like his Kentucky air guard
colleagues, Parero has voluntarily

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ted Parero has watched Kurdish
refugees lunge frantically for
supplies dropped along the mountains of •northern Iraq.
He has seen bomb-pocked Sarajevo, where mounds of rubble
were grim reminders of where
buildings once stood before a
Serbian siege.
Now Parero is bound for the
world's latest, and perhaps most

...I thank the Lord that I can help some-one else who is, less fortunate. People just
really take for granted how good we have it
here."
Kathy Luken
(Guard Co-pilot)

left behind the comforts of life in
this country to help case suffering halfway around the world in

places like Sortialia, Bosnia and
now Rwanda.
More than 50 Kentucky air

Mitchell offers
revised plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell
emerged from a meeting with -President Clinton today promising that
his scaled-down health care plan will meet the president's main objective — insurance for all Americans.
"That's the goal on which the president has never wavered — what
I believe we will attain," Mitchell told reporters outside the White
House..
Mitchell's plan will stretch, out the period, f9r covering all Americans ad limits employer responsibility for premiums to 50 percent.
He will unveil the plan Tuesday and hopes to put it to a vote next
week.
The Democrat from Maine said he did not seek Clinton's support
today.
Speaking on CBS' "Face the Nation," Mitchell promised Sunday
to keep senators in session through the usual August recess until they
act on health reform.
Clinton was traveling today to Liberty State Park, N.J., • for a
•See Page 2

guardsmen left this weekend to water earliet this year, his wife
join the Rwandan relief effort. was left to deal it; Parero was
Disease and famine have already serving his second stint in
caused a staggering number of Bosnia.
deaths.
"My daughter is two and I've
"To see people scrambling for ,missed quite a bit of that, and it's
the basics like food and water is hard," Parero said. But he said
really heart wrenching," Parero his wife is supportive.
said. "They are regular people
Another Kentucky guardsman
like you and me."
headed for Rwanda, Capt. Tom
Sandberg, bid goodbye to his
Leaving behind his wife and
young daughter in Clarksville, wife and I-year-old son for at
Ind., is painful, Parero said.
When his basement filled with IN See Page 2

Siberia uiiiikely
vacation destination
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

John and Lila Waldman of Murray recently traveled with the Friendship
Force on a two-week trip to Siberia.
•

Siberia, often called "the end
of the earth" by Americans, is
not the typical summer vacation
destination.
However, after having previously traveled to Western Europe, Thailand, Mexico and
Canada, John and _Lila Waldman of Murray wanted a taste
Of something different.
They recently returned from a
two and a half week tour of
Siberia in southern Russia,
where they experienced the
beauty and unique cultures of
Moscow, Irkutsk, Lake Baikal
and Khabarovsk.

In May of this year, the
Waldmans began planning their
Eurasian adventure after they
received a brochure from the
Friendship Force, an exchange
organization. ,
The organization matched the
Waldmans with a host family in
Irkutsk.
Since 1977, Friendship Force
has tried to foster -world friendship and goodwill through international hornestay experiences.
The Waldmans were the only
couple from Kentucky, but
when they boarded Aeroflot
Airline in New York, they were
II See Page 3

BRIEFLY..
• Hazel City Council will meet at .7
p m. Monday at Hazel City Half.

•PGA Tour rookie Dicky Fade won the
Federal Express/St. Jude Classic in
Memphis, Tenn., Sunday, winning a playoff against Gene Sauers and Hal Sutton.

Page 6

1111 Associated Press Writer Mark Chellgren examines the annual Fancy Farm
Picnic and remarks how it has become
more of a professional political rally
rather than.a spontaneous local event.
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III Mitchell...

campaign-style rally designed to ignite a public outpouring ot support
a; Congress nears a critical point in the health Cafe debate.
afternoon.
The president made a similar trip to Independence, Mo., on SaturThe Council voted 12-0, with
day, denouncing the "hot air and hot signs" of his critics. "I do wish
China and Brazil abstaining, to
they had some burden to prove that what they're for works," he
authorize the use of force to
complained.
restore democracy in Haiti.
Mitchell played down today's meeting, saying he discussed "the
The resolution set no deadline
substance of health care, the timing of the legislation," along with
and gave no timetable for the
other -issues.
possible invasion, but said memClinton,' whose own plan sank in -public 'opinber states could "use all necesion polls although many individual features are popular with Voters.
sary means" to push the military
"I think a large, expensive ...•effort has been made by those who
leadership from power. don't want reform, those who don't want change, those who want to
According to Haiti's constitucontinue the current disaster system to oppose the bill," Mitchell said.
tion, a state of siege can be decA House plan introduced by Majority Leader Richard Gephardt,
lared in the case of civil war or
D-ivto-., on Friday litiffOIS Clinton's original concept. It would provide
invasion. It -allows the executive,
health care to all Americans by 1999, only a year after that proposed
with the parliament, to suspend
by Clinton, and would require employers to pay 80 percent of the
certain fundamental liberties.
cost.
The executive order should be
Employees would pay the other 20 percent, with low-income people
signed by both the president and
and small businesses assisted by credits and subsidies.
prime minister, and should be
-Gephardt's plan also would expand Medicare to cover the poor, the
followed by an immediate conuninsured and employees of small businesses.
vening of the National Assembly.
Mitchell said his "prime option" is a voluntary system that encourIn this case, Jonassaint is both
ages people to enter health plans but avoids any immediate mandates
president and prime minister. He
concerning employers' responsibility for providing coverage.
did not call the National AssembHe said a voluntary system would be in effect for "a period of
ly into session.
ears to see if it achieves,the objectives as the proponents of such a
Shortly after his appointment,
system say it Will, and if it does not, then and only then (will it) phase
Jonassaint on June 12 declared a
in a requirement that employers provide insurance for employees."
"state of emergency" in a simiHe said such an employer mandate would exempt small businesses
lar early morning broadcast. That
and split the payments 50-50 between employers and employees.
entailed such measures as putting
He said his phase-in period for universal coverage and imposition
Certain strategic zones off-limits
of mandates would be "slightly longer" than that envisioned in -the
— a mostly symbolic action,
Gephardt plan. "It's clear this couldn't- be done immediately, no one ,except along the border.
ha's.ever proposed that," he said. "The only question is how substan- •
The eastern border with the
pal should the phase-in period be."
Dominican .Republic has been
Mitchell acknowledged that even with his less ambitious plan, a
sealed to all traffic, althouth it
vote on mandates "would be' very close" because of entrenched
has proved porous to contraband
opposition in the Senate to paying for health reform through any kind
of 'mandate.
He said expansion of Medicare was not included in the health care
reform plans that emerged from two Senate committees and that as a
result, he would not consider that idea in the bill he will introduce. FROM PAGE 1
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PARK SQUARE - SUITE 2
RT. 8, BOX 150
HWY. 45 NORTH
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066

The sheriff said Kim Scott was
driving down an inclined dirt and
gravel lane on a D-17 Allis Chalmer tractor when he apparently
lost control about halfway down
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the hill. Scott said the tractor overturned at least twice before landing in a steep ditch.
Kim Scott's neck, arm and leg
were broken, the sheriff said.
Because one of the man's arms
was pinned underneath the tractor, a wrecker had to be used to
lift the wreckage up enough to
remove the body.. _
The Murray Fire Department
and Calloway County FireRescue assisted.
•
Kim Scott .was discovered - at
approximately 8 p.m. by a neighbor who was traveling on Ky.
1836.

•Regents...
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analyzing the budget," Alexander
sad. "We want to go to benchmarks because' we .know we
don't have to be at the bottom of
the public university spectrum.
will be working every day
on development trying to locate
funds„,...from other than public'
sources," he said. "The way to
-resolve our overall problems is
not to spend more money, but to
work
rder."
Rather than cutting 'back and
-eliminating programs, Alexander
said the key is to expand.
"I don't think you are going to
solve the problem by dropping
our of the game," he said. "We
want to become more aggressive,
even zealous with dealing with
oilier institutions. We* want people to know we are of quality and
we plan to tout our own horns."
Many of the regents expressed
their appreciation for Alexander's
leadership skills.
"I agree with 'Alexander's list
of priorities," said faculty regent
Frank Julian. "It is great to have
leadership from the president on
these issues."
Board chairman Sid Easley
said he is delighted to have Alexanderat the university and compared him to earlier university
presidents..
1.4,3
"I never knew Dr. John Carr or
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, but I know
that Carr was known for his
humility and.intelligence," Easley
said. "Wells and Dr. Ralph
Woods have been known for their
vigor and bulldog determination.
Dr. Harry -Sparks was known for
his political sensitivity. Dr. Alexander has all those qualities."

9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
at Robertson Center

enure examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment,
we tin all the paperwork

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER. 759-1116
min mom alma Nom —FREE

just really take for granted how
good we have it here."
She was in the process of moving when the volunteers were told
they were leaving this Weekend
for Africa. She put her belongings into temporary storage and
will finish the move when she
gets back.
When she goes on the relief
missions, Luken also leaves
behind a part-time job as activities director at a retirement
community.
Luken, who had three tours of
duty in Bosnia, also was trying to
prepare mentally for the.suffering
she's likely to cnc'ounter- in the
refugee camps.
"We're going to be right in
middle of ,
:since the plan
will take supplies directly to the
camps, she said. "It's really hard
for. me to see how peoplo can do
this- to each other, to their own.
people."

Tuesday, August 2

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett D.C.

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

301 N.* 12th St. fat Univaisity Square) Murray, KY 42071

,
least 30 days.
"_He'll probably 'change a lot
by the time I get back," he said.
But he wasn't hesitant about
volunteering.
"This is a good cause," said
the 33-year-old pilot, a veteran of
two tours of duty in Bosnia who
works full time for the Kentucky
air guard.
But Sandberg said he was
"preparing for the worst,'s saying the pictures of suffering on
television "don't prepare you for
the sights and smells."
Both Parero and Sandberg,
along with another Kentucky participant, are guided by the notion
of helping those less fortunate.
"In a nutshell, I thank the
Lord that I can help someone else
who is less fortunate," said Capt.
Kathy Luken, a 32-year-old -copilot with the air guard. "People

"He just happened to look overthere and saw the front wheels of
the tractor sticking up," Scott ,
said.
.
FROM PAGE 1
The sheriff, who was the first
emergency responder on the extensive budget discussions and'
scene, said - Kim Scott had no are working on recruiting."
Alexander told the regents he
pulse when he arrived. '
"It's a sad situation," Scott has identified several issues and
problems at the university that
said.
Kim Scott, an employee of need to be addressed.,.
"The quality of the institution
General Tire in Mayfield, has one
must be maintained and faculty/
daughter.
Funeral services will be Tues- staff salaries need to be
increased," he said.
day at 11 a.m. Blalock-Coleman
Alexander also emphasized the
Funeral Home is in charge of
need
to work on the appearance
arrangements.
of the campus to geithe buildings
and grounds in better shape.
"Recruitment is a problem
because we are going to be lower
in enrollment that projected and
retention is troublesome," he
On Saturday's business page, it
said.
was incorrectly stated that • Jim
Alexander told the regents that
Fielder was recently honored for
he and the faculty and staff will
60 years of service with Boone's
have proposals about recruitment
Laundry, Inc. Fielder was honto- present to the board at the next
ored for 40 years with the
meeting.
company.
:'Our immediate initiative is

$30\04_ut.
GetYour FREE
.1 Full Spinal Examinationt-,
(NO OBLIGATION

goods, especially gasoline.
"Let no one doubt our determination," Jonassaint said this
morning. "The threat of invasion
and occupation is On the way to
becoming a reality."
He expressed friendship toward
foreigners who have shown soliz„
darity with Haiti, though he mentioned no one specifically: .
Jonassaint called on Aristide to
show spiritual depth, and implicitly
Off"theinvasion of
his own country.
He then switched from French
to Haiti's native Creole and told
the people "We can't back off ...
We have protectors," another
apparent - feletelKe to Haiti
voodoo deities, which he had also
invoked in June.
The U.N. resolution also calls
for a deployment of • a
6,000-member U.N. force following any invasion.
U.S. -forces finished four days
of war -exercises nearPuerto Rico
on Saturday and steamed toward
Haiti to resume patrols off the
coast.
Aristide, a Roman CatholiC
priest, was Haiti's first popularly
elected president, but he was
overthrown by the military in
September 1991 after only seven
months in office. He has since
lived in exile.
'The 'military regime of army
chief Lt. Gen. Raul Cedras has
defied a worldwide economic
trade embargo and a U.S: ban on
Most financial transactions.

IN Suffering...

Is Pleased To Announce

Ph: (502)247-7943

FROM PAGE 1
Cabinet ministers and senators
who had been meeting since the
Security Council acted Sunday

FROM PAGE 1

Protect The Ones you Love.

Milli

II Haiti...
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Since people in Moscow live in
such close proximity to their
jobs, most peple have a dacha on
the outskirts of town where they
can plant gardens or build greenhouses or log cabins.
Fresh vegetables were abundant in Siberia, but the Waldmans
found the meat-tough and greasy.
While in Siberia Lila discovered that the average monthly .
income is $100 per month. The
exchange rate wi$2,000 Russian
rubels per Ameriean dollar.
John said Russia has an 8 percent inflation rate, whereas the
U.S. inflation rate is apprixmately 3 percent a year.
Only 10 percent of Russia's
population own cars. Most commuters use either the train or bus
to reach their dacha. According
to John, it was not uncommon to
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see peoplikboarding busses with
shovels or garden hoses.
He also said the road conditions were terrible, with pot holes
"you could put a car into."
Despite the perception Americans may get from the nightly
news, the Waidmans found people in Moscow to be very
friendly.

They spent a night on the
Trans-Siberian Railroad, which
they said had nice cabins with
room for four people.
They said the sun set about
10:30 p.m. and rose around 4:30
a.m.
One thing the Waldmans did
find interesting was the way
stores take money for items. They

7-

-

EFLuaR.

cy,'•
- Goldman said.
Shively's testimony, meanwhile, is of questionable credibility. She failed to tell prosecutors
that she spoke to "Hard Copy"
in exchange- for 55,000 a day
before- testifying before the grand
jury.

Come...See Our New Store
CARPETS by Salem, Philadelphia. Aladdirt, Ciboney Mills
HARDWOOD by Bruce TILE, & VINYL
Over 25 Years Installation Experience
4‘.•••••
We Stand Behind Our Work.
it NOP•

Sales & Installation • 753-7728

When Deputy District Attorne
Marcia Clark fOund out about the
TV interview, she told the grand
jury to disregard Shively's

1

4.

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint:4-2-f-7 ,

griMaCji.*
-—
Shively said Sunday .that the
district attorney's office gave her
permission to talk.

1994 INFINITI Q45A
District attorney spokeswoman
Suzanne-Childs declined to comment. She said prosecutors generally try to "discourage potential
witnesses from talking to the
press."
•
"But," she -added, "we can't
stop them."
Either way, .Shively may be
damaged goods.
"It would be an act of desperation if the prosecution ended up
,using her," Arenella „ said.
_

III Siberia...
FROM PAGE 1
grouped with couples from North
Carolina, Nevada, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, South Carolina
.•and Texas. .
.!.."They stayed in Moscow the
first two days of their trip at the
Ukraine Hotel, one of the seven
buildings in Moscow built during
Joseph Stalin's reign.
While there they rode the subway system, visited museums, art
galleries, historic churches and.
even took a cab to Moscow's hot
spot — McDonald's.
John said he counted nearly
100 workers in the back of the
restaurant, which had long lines
despite its 25 cashiers. .
"We were kind of surprised to
see that people are better off than
we are led to believe or hear on
the news," Lila said. "It is hard to
get used to the way people live
— in five to eight story buildings
with 100 families each or more."
When many people think of
Siberia, a visual -image of baron,.
snow-covered countryside usually
comes to mind.
However, Lila said the weather
in southern Siberia was much the
same as that of southern Canada.
"We were surprised to find that
Siberia has wai-m, athought short
summers," Lila said. "In fact, it
seemed quite- hot for a few days
since there is no air
conditioning."
The tour left Moscow and
boarded a boat to tour Lake Baikal, which the Waldmans learned
is one mile deep.
•Next the group flew to Irkutsk
where they were met by their
host families. The mother of the
family is a teacher of Russian literature to secondary sChool students. The father is president of a
conipany that sells reindeer utters
to Asians for use in an
aphrodisiac.
Lila said she was impressed
with the family's fifth story
apartment as well as their dacha,
or land in the country. .
They were blessed to have
indoor showers and toilets, as
many residences had no plumbing
and relied on outdoor toilets.

•
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Two key witnesses may never testify
couch in Ms. Simpson's living
he will allow.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
room. "I watched you last night.
Jury that will judge 01 Simpson
"There's going to be a huge
may never get to consider some
battle," predicted Peter Arenella, I can't believe you would do that
of the most- compelling stories
a law professor at the University
in the house. I watched you,"
about him.
of California, Los Angeles.
Zlomsowitch said Simpson told
questior.
could
credibility
A
of
Simpson, 47, has pleaded innothem afterwards.,
trip up Jill Shively, who was paid
cent to two counts of first-degree
Defense lawyer Robert Shapiro
55.000 for telling "Hard Copy" murder and remains jailed withsaid Simpson was concerned
that she saw Simpson driving
out bail. Trial is-set for Sept. 19. about his children, who were livnear the crime scene around the
Neither Shively nor Zlomso- ing with their mother, when he
time his ex-wife and her friend
witch testified at Simpson's preli- confronted die two the day.after were slashed to death.
minary_bearing, though both testhat encounter.
And Keith Zlomsowitch-'s tale
tified before a srand jury in June,
"I think anybody _who. hap_.:,,.
of Simpson • stalking ex-wife-- actarding to transcriptrrelelSed
pened
to observe people in midand
Simpson
spyNicole Brown
Friday after portions were leaked act in the proximity and possible
ing on her having sex may not
to- the media.
presence of children would find
make it to the courtroom either, if
The grand- jury investigation that conduct inappropriate and
the judge decides it's too
was shut down when a judge would express concern," Shapiro
in
ruled that members had been said Sunday. If any_thing., SimpAmong the-other evidence likeexpeok-d--tin prejudicial publiaty7" son showed "great control, and
ly to be in dispute: the dramatic
Zlomsowitch's testimony was great restraint."
tape.of M.s..Simpson's frantic 911
most
titillating. He spoke of his
Shapiro said he probably
call last year, with Simpson
romance with Ms. Simpson and
wouldn't
object to Zlomsowitch's
swearing
stomping and
in the
of how Simpson repeatedly testimony. But Stanley,Goldman,
background, and virtually all the
showed up during their dates.
a piofessor at Loyola Law
material seized at Simpson's
"I'm O.J. Simpson and she's School, predicted that might •
estate after . Ms. Brown and
still my wife," Zlomsowitch change.
Ronald Goldman were found
quoted him as saying on one
The defense may decide to
slain outside her condo'.
occasion.
argue
that Zlomsowitch's testiLegal observers expect a conwhen
hearing
Judge
tentious
Simpson eVen spied on the
mony would prejudice the jury.
Lance Ito decides what evidence couple as -they had sex on the "It's all a question of refevan-
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said it is not a simple process like
in the United States where you
pick up'something, takt it to the
counter and p,ay for
.
John said he bought a hat and
had to show someone which one
he wanted. Then he was given a
ticket to -give someone else to go
pick up' the hat- for him. Finally,
the hat was taken to the cashier.
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•Bought new in October-traded
In on a '94 Toyota Land Cruiser
•Lts_t Price $55.250
•9.000 miles
•Black Emerald Green with Saddle Leather
•Equipped with everything plus a
-cellular phone & a 10 disc CD changer

Lease for Only:
5749/Mo.
..,trays
fora

TOYOTA
,OF MURRAY INC

Hwy. 641 South • Murray. Ky.- • (502)753-4961

ae•••••••••••••
anaseaav...

Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

110"/
Select From These Famous Name Brands:
'/Reebok
%/New Balance
%/Head

%/Nike
%7Asics
%/K-Swiss

%/Converse
%/Wilson
s/Rockport

%/Fila %/Tretorn
%/Besse

DENNISON-HUNT

Advertising
Department
Open

1203'
Chestnut
Street

8 a.m.-5, p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturday.s,

SPORTING GOODS

•

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT-IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Two wrongs and no rights
It's irony at its finest — a person2 who puhlicly denounces doctors he calls murderers who then
Lakes it upon himself to end lives.
Friday's double slaying of a
'MY
doctor and a volunteer escort
simply do not make sense.
A former minister and obviousittes Ste Writer
ly militant anti-abortion protester
aims a shotgun at Dr. John Bayright to privacy?
clinics has become a violent,
ard Britton and kills him.
I haven't seen pro-choice
sadistic affair. According to
His escort, retired Air Force
demonstrators parked in front of
Lt. Col. James Herman Barrett, recent news reports, demonstrawas also killed. His wife was tors use a number of sick tactics, -,1„" liri5-4ife establishments begging
women to get an abortion.
such as 'holding up graphic picinjured.
It is one thing for a group to
While I would prefer not to tures and yelling at patients.
lobby legislative bodies conccrndebate the issue of abortion, I
I fully support one's right to
ing issues related to their cause,
find it hard to believe that one free speech and expression.
but it is entirely another matter
who advocates life can so easily . But the violent nature of one's
when a group attempts to lobby a
right to express himself prompted
end one.
private individual en route to
The accused, 40-year-old Paul the enactment of a federal law
have an abortion.
Hill, fired between six and nine prohibiting protestors from blockIt is a perfectly wonderful idea
shots into the vehicle carrying the ing entrances to abortion clinics.
for an organization 'to provide
doctor,. according to Witnesses.
Now, there is a plea for U.S.
educational material for those
Then the map who has support- marshals to guard clinics
who wish to obtain it. Wish is the
ing the killing of abortion doctors 24-hours a day.
'key word — there is a difference
tried to run away.
Following the shootings Fribetween soliciting information
If his beliefs are so strong, day, my editor and I discussed
and having it shoved in your
then why not rejoice that the doc- -the notion of placing federal
face.
tor is dead?
- guards at all abortion clinics
Think about it like this, what if
The killings are the second in because the situation has gotten
you are experiencing some very
17 months. Dr. David Gunn, for- way out of hand.
personal traumatic event and are
merly of Benton, was killed outGina said the events reminded
attempting to deal with the situaside the same clinic last May.
her of the integration of white
tion when some long-distance
These events are perplexing. I schools in the South.
caNing company calls and, tells
don't understand the rationale of
Can you imagine a woman
killing doctors. I thought .two being escorted by the National
you how great they are and how
wrongs didn't make a right.
your current company stinks and
Guard into an abortion clinic?
Protesting in front of abortion
how you should switch to their
Whatever happened to one's
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Congressional
baseball an oasis
in partisan times
• By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the grip of a steamy summer in the
capital, Democrats and Republicans are bracing for a showdown
that's all about clout, strategy and walloping the other side. '
Since early July, lawmakers from each party have met separately
three mornings each week to prepare, One day recently, the GOP
session got so boisterous that one lawmaker .twisted his knee,
another damaged his rotator cuff and a third bruised his arm.
The climax comes Tuesday night, when — weather permitting —
the two parties. face off in the 33rd annual congressional baseball
game. And in a season that's seeing health care and WhiteWater
inflame partisanship on Capitol Hill, the game is expected to provide a calming respite from those passions and replace them with
an -athletic intensity of its _own. 2
"This game is really a grudge match," said Rep. Dan Schaefer,
R-Colo., manager of the Republican team and an 11-year veteran of
the congressional contest. "-We play really hard. I've seen guys
break their legs, twist their ankles and cut tkeir fingers on someone's spikes."
The frequent injuries that occur during-practices and in the game
arc largely a function of the physical condition of the mostly
middle-aged, sedentary people who play.
"I've told my wife that it's getting tougher to bend down," said
Rep..Jack Fields, R-Texas,' who at 42 is one of the younger participants and who plays third base. "I've also noticed that My eyes
aren't as good, especially on fly balls."
But that won't stop about 20 lawmakers from each party from
(slaying in the charity event, which is sponsored by the Capitol Hill
ne-wspaper-Roll Call and is played at a ball,field in suburban Alexandria, Va.
All but Sen. Dan Coats, R-Ind., are members of the House. The
series, which Republicans lead 21-10- with one tie, is taken seriously enough that House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, D-Mo.,
has promised lawmakers that the chamber will finish business
Tuesday in time for the 7 p.m. game.
For most, the real allure is the camaraderie with their colleagues,
away from the political pressure cooker of a Congress that's only
three months from Election Dar.
In fact, -with the rest of this year likely to produce increasingly
hitter legislative battles, Tuesday's game looms as an oasis of partisan coexistence, perhaps the final demonstration that members of
the two parties can indeed work — or at least play — together.
"The more we do together in a social setting, the more we begin
to understand each other," said Rep. Wayne Gilchrest, R-Md., an
.outfielder. "The baseball game is a real good way for us to have
fun, relieve tensions and to see us all engaged together in the process of middle age."
"Nobody's out there talking about health care or the crime bill,"
said Rep. Blanche Lambert., D-Ark., one of three women on the
rosters. "It's just wonderful to get out there with those guys."
One Republican who won't be playing is Rep. Jim Bunning,
R-Ky., who came to Congress in 1987 after a 17-year major league
pitching career that included 224 wins, 2,855 strikeouts, and two
no-hitters.
"I can't throw the ball to home plate anymore," said Bunning,
once one of the game's hardest throwers. "I probably could if I put
some arc on it. It's just a result of being 62 years old."
"Time is a great equalizer," said Rep. Martin Sabo, D-Minn.,
the Democrats' 56-year-old manager and second baseman.,
Bunning, who retired from the major leagues in 1971, did pitch
'or the GOP in a game when he was new to the House.."I pitched two innings," he said. "Other than giving up six
runs, it was a wonderful experience."

_

EDITOR'S NOTE — Alan Fram has covered Congress for
The Associated Press since 1987.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 21: The Intelligencer, Wheeling, W.Va., on single
motherhood:
Two years ago (then-)vice president Dan Quayle set off a storm
of controversy by declaring that fictional television character Murphy Brown should not have been portrayed as having a baby out of
wedlock....
.His remark were characterized as another example of how he
and the 'Republican administration which he represented just
weren't with it. It was pointed out that there had been a tremendous
increase in the number of one parent households, as if this made
the situation imeptable and precluded any need for trying to
reverse it.
The2 media uproar over Quayle's remarks is in sharp contrast to
the reaction recently — hardly a ripple — to a statement by Donna
Shalala, President Clinton's liberal secretary of health and human
services.
During a hearing on Clinton's plan for welfare reform, Shatala
replied to a Democrat House member who had asked for her opinion on Murphy Brown's decision to become an unmarried single
parent:
"I don't think anyone in public life today ought to condone
This is a disaster
women having children' born out of wedlock.
- children having children."
•
For those who now find themselves in the position of having -to
solve the problems created by the practice of paying children to
have children, Quayle's remarks have become words of wisdom.
•

.7. Ai"•
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plan because even though you are
complete strangers, they know
your calling' needs, aren't you
going to be a bit peeved?
You see, this proclaimed civilized country is tearing itself apart
with unsolicited information.
Cities with abortion clinics have
become war zones and the doctors and patients are caught in the
cross fire of guerilla-like snipers.
Will this situation escalate to
the point that tax dollars are
spent to place U.S. marshals outside abortion clinic doors?
And what about this Mr. Hill,
the man charged with Friday's
murders? He has been appointed
a._public defender.
There goes more tax money
down the drain.
Obviously, not every pro-life
group Cs- violent. I'm sure the
reputations of many non-violent
organizations have been scarred
.by the recent heinous behavior of
a few vigilantes.
Somehow the nation has got to
make a stand that it will not
accept this type of behavior.
It sort of sounds like the O.J.
saga — half the country cheers
on the football legend charged
with killing his ex-wife and her
boyfriend while the other half
scorns him.
Ah, the land of the free. Welcome to America.
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candidates to speak at picnic
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-This new political landscape is
tricky, says Mary Vernon
Goatley.
You may never have heard of
Goatley, but she plays a critical
role in determining that landscape. She is in charge of the
speaker's committee for Fancy
Farm, the annual picnic and political beauty contest at St. Jerome
Catholic Church in rural Graves
County on the first Saturday in
August.
And in a year like this, that's.a
critical point. It used to be easy
— everyone who had declared,
themselves candidates for one
officepr another got a chance to
step up to the microphone and
give .their best pitch.
About every fourth year, like
this one, that meah‘the coming
crop of gubernatorial candidates
withstood the occasional heckler,
the -sweltering heat and tried to
move the -veteran crowd.
This year, except for the candidates for the November elections,
few people have actually come
Out and made it official they're
running in 1995. That has cut
down the number of potential
speakers.
"Akip can't let them," 'Goatley
said. "Every Tom, Dick and Harry would say, 'Well, I'm thinking
about it.' You have to draw the
line somewhere," Goatley said.
Going on the theory that the
air's already hot enough at Fancy'
farm, picnic organizers try to
limit political speeches to a total
of two hours.
Thus, the' menu will look
something like this:
U.S. Sens. Wendell. Ford and

Incumbent members of Congress also get a chance to speak,
which means 6th District Rep.
Scotty Baesler may get to remind
people that he might run for governor next year. It might also
give 4th District Rep. Jim Bunning a chance to hint to people
what he might do. next year.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis

The odd man out in this scenario is Larry Forgy, Who holds
no office, but who might like one
next year. Forgy will have to
settle for a breakfast group of
Graves County Republicans (and
probably a few transplants) Saturday morning.
The one official candidate for
governor, Gatewood Galbraith,
will get a chance to speak.
This year's Fancy Farm picnic
may also test a more recent —
and lamentable — phenomenon:
That‘troup also includes Agri- the professional crowd. The past
culture Commissioner Ed Logs- few years have seen people who
don, who is looking for some- couldn't find Fancy Farm with a
map get off hired buses and
thing to run for next year; and
Attorney General Chris Gorman, scream for whatever candidate
who may be regretting saying he they've hitched onto .and against
wouldn't run for anything next.
, all others.
The locals, who take time off
year.
from the bingo parlor and park in
their lawn chairs for a little--political theater, have all but been run
off by the choreographed enthuRoden and residents am...welcome and encouraged to express their
siasm and generally boorish
opinions on our "PerspeCtive pate brwriling letters to the editor. We
behavior of the modern-day carprint letters on a variety topics, provided they corn* with the folpetbaggers
who generally don't
lowing guidelines: all letters most be signed by the writer, with die
even have the good grace — or
writer's addrtis and telephone number included in case .verification is
sense — to buy a barbecue sandnecessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must,not
wich and enjoy the picnic for
be more dem 500:words. Letters should be typewritten and dimbie•
what
it is supposed to be.
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter

Mitch McConnell are expected,
though late-night Senate sessions
ion the past have sometimes
delayed their arrivals. And except
when they're up for their own
elections, the two usually try to
sound senatorial, which often
makes for boring speeches.
Gov. Brereton Jones' will not
be in attendance, for thersecond
straight year. Calls to his office
for an explanation were not
returned.
The 'first real fireworks will
likely be between incumbent 1st
District U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow,
the Democrat, and Republican
nominee Ed Whitfield of
Hopkinsville.
After that, things will get a
little bit confusing, with all the
would-be,, hope-to--be, may-be,

who-knows-if-they-will-be and
will-be-if-somebody-asks-me-tobe candidates.
Incumbent statewide officeholders get a. chance to speak. That
includes Lt. Gov. Paul Patton,
who has said he will run for governor next year; Secretary of
State Bob Babbage, who has said
he will run for something next
year; and Auditor Ben Chandler,
who will probably run for some-r.
thing but hasn't decided what
next year.

Just diop us a line'.:.
or

and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor,Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY -42071.

Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Calloway Band Boosters will meet
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Aug. 2, at Sirloin Stockade. Dan Galloway, president of the group, invites any one
who 0 interested in the Laker Band to attend. The meeting which will
start- ar-5,10-p.m. iffWM-6'bst -Meeting before band camp.

MHS Athletic Boosters holding drive
Murray High School Athletic Booster Club is conducting its annual
membership drive. If you would-like to help support the athletic program, consider joining the club. This year the goal is to enlist every
interested family as booster members. You can do your part by cOntributing as a regular booster for $25-$49; Tiger Pride for $55-$99;
Fighting Tiger for $1004199; or as-a Super Tiger for $200 or more.
The annual Sports' Kick-Off banquet will be Monday, Aug. 15, at
6:30 p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium. Person. may become members at
the banquet or may send their contributions by Friday, Aug. 12, to
Murray Tiger Athletic Booster Club, Att'n Mary Leary, Carter Administration Building, 208'South .13th St., Murray., Ky: 42071.
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Alpha Mu Chapter plans meeting

CCHS 1975 Class will not meet Tuesday
The meeting of Calloway County High School Class of 1975 scheduled on Tuesday, Aug: 2, at 7 p.m. at the home of Sandra Duncan
has been cancelled. It will be rescheduled at a later date.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Aug. 2, at
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Getting the Message" will
be the topic to be presented by Don Maley, speaker, who is a communications instructor at Paducah Community College. This is also dues
night. Officers will meet at 6 p.m. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, sut5port and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more inforruatiOn call
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Wel-

Special meetings on Wednesday
Center for Accessible Living at 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray, sponsors special support groups. Men and
Women's Mixed Group will be Wednesday, Aug. 3, at 1 p.m. at Pinelake Medical Center, 1009 Medical Circle, Mayfield. The A.A. meeting open to disabled and nondisabled persons will be Wednesday,
Aug. 3, at 6 p.m. at the Center in Dixieland Shopping Center,-Muifay.
For more information call 753-7616.

Kirksey school reunion planned
Kirksey High School reunion will be Saturday:Sept. 3,, at Curtis
Center, Murray State University. This is for all graduates, former students and teachers, and anyone interested in the school. Reservations
for the meal at a cost of $11 per person should be made by Saturday.
Aug. 20, by Wailing a check to Dwane Jones, 300 South Fourth St..
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Almo school reunion planned
A school wide reunion for Almo High School will be Saturday,
Sept. 3, starting at 2 p.m. at Calloway County High School. This will
be for any person who ever attended Almo High School, whether a.
-graduate or not. The cost of the meal will be $11 per person. Reseivations should be mailed by'Monday, Aug. 15, to Norma Garland; Rt. 4,
Dexter, Ky. 42036. For more information call Datha McCallon at
484-2403.
•

Brewers school reunion planned

ic

A reunion for all who attended Brewers School will be Saturday,
Sept, 3, beginning at 5 p.m. at Marshall County High School. Hutchen's Bar-B-Q will cater a meal at 6 p.m. at a cost of $6.50 per person.
Reservations may be made by mailing your check or money order by
Thursday, Aug. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Usrey, or Mrs. Sue Conner, all of Rt. 1, Brewers Hwy., Benton, or Joe
B. Mathis, 1898 Murray Hwy., Benton, For more information call
1-502-354-6430 or 1-502-527-8462.
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Festival planned at Mayfield
The Second Annual Antiques and Folk Art Festival, sponsored by
Mayfield Tourism Commission, will be Saturday, Sept. 17. Applications are available at the Commerce Center, 201 East College St.,
Mayfield. Booths will be 10x20 and will be $25 each. For .nore information, contact Martha Babb, 1-502-247-6101, or Susan Seay,
1-502-247-4198.
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Amanda Kathryne Thomas and
John Todd 'Seargent to marry

Alpha Mu Chapter 4670 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will
meet Tuesday, Aug. 2. at 7 p.m. at the home of Annazette Fields. All
-members are urged to attend.
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Thomas and .Seargent
wedding to be Oct. 15
.s.

Sonja K. Thomas of Hayti, Mo., announces the engagement ?rid
forthcoming marriage of her daughter, Amanda Kathrync Thomas, to
John Todd Seargent, son of Mr. and Mrs. F.T. Seargent Jr. of 'Array.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Johnny J. Thomas a Caruthersville, Mo. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. L.N: Thomas of
Hayti, Mo., and the laqte Joe and Hulda Holland of Portageville, Mo.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. F.T. Seargent of
Appomattox, Va., Mr. and Mrs. E.A. Barrett of Pompano Beach, Fla.,
and Mrs. Annette Webb of Bardwell.
•
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday, Oct. 15, at 6
-p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Caruthersville, Mo. '
Mr. Seargent is a corpsman in the Navy stationed at Naval Air
.Base, Millington, Term. After their marriage, the couple will reside in
Memphis, Tenn.

•

Annual Betty Shepard Golf
Tournament will be at Oaks

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Aug. 3', at 9 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee.- Hostesses will be Nancy Haverstock and
Patti Claypool. If. a person is
unable to- play, please call
753-0409.
- The lineup is as ((allows:

Scott;
Tee 6 - Ann Brown, Rebecca lrvan,
Rebecca West. Louiso Lamb;
Tee 8 - Patti Claypool, LaVerne
Ryan, Billie Wilson, Peggy Veal.
Winners of play on Wednesday, July 27, have been released
by Inus.Orr and Norma .Frank,
ho,Stesses, as follows:Medalist. — Beverly Noland;

I
P

v REGISTRATION
D Tuesday, Aug. 2

ilk

24 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 3
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, -firsi, Inus Orr, second;
Tee 1 - Beverly Noland, Betty StewFirst flight - Diane 'Villanova,
art; Rainey Apperson, Betty Jo
-first, Vencla Sexton,. second;
Purdoin;
Second flight - Rainey' ApPer- Tee 3. Toni Hopson, Cathryn Gar- son, first, Edith Garrison,second;
rott, Mary O'Day, Sue Outland;
Tee 4 - Margaret Shuffett, Edith
. Third flight - Martha'
. 'Sue
Garrison, Rowena Cullom, Martha Sue
Ryan, first, Patti Claypool,
Ryan:
Necond; •
Tee 5 - Nancy Haverstock, Anna
Low putts - Toni Hopson.
Mary Adams, Norma Frank, Betty

Thomas P. Campbell is born
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Campbell of 21Y2 inches. The mother_ is the
'Rt.. I, Box 187, Puryear, Tenn., _former Kimberly - Cansiell. A
are 'the parents of a son, Thomas brother is James Alexander
Patrick Campbell, born on Mon- Campbell, 4.
day, July 4, at 10:58 a.m. at
-Grandparents are Marge CampMurray -Calloway County
bell, Murray, Glen and Judy CanHospital.
The baby weighed eight trell, Rt. I, Milan, Tenn., and
Beverly Cantrell, Paris, Tenn.
pounds 13 ounces and meuured

DON'T MISS IT!

Three Calloway countalns traveled to Orlando, Fla, recently to accept
an award. Representing Mayfield Boys Treatment Center, Cathy Crawford, third from left,..lennie Pat Crawford, holding certificate, and Meredith Miller, third from right, attended the American Cbrrectional Association Conference. The ACA Is a national organization that promotes
excellence in the field of corrections. This a reaecreditation for the
Mayfield Boys Treatment Center. Also pictured are, from left, Ron Jackson, John Minor, John Cocorot and Dr. Bob Brutsche.
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Murray's Annual
Sidewalk Sale

S

Oman frisi,orlb" ~IV Individual !mammoths
Dame weer, shoes and aeamoneerlea available..

5ane Marie Chapman — Director-Owner
i
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THURSDAY (All Day)
Our Homemade Spaghetti with Hearty Masi
Sauce Served -with French Dread
Ole '
FRIDAY (1O'.30 to 4:30)
Golden Fried Catfish Filet w/ Cole Siam Hush
Pupplee, & Sporty'. Steak Fri.

Mystery items will be hidden at four of the
following sidewalk sale participants. Buy
one of the four mystery items and win

(PRIME: RIR Is SERVED EVERV FRIDAV & SATINDAV

u;

DAUM (10:30 to 4130)
Sporty's Original ltentuck/ Hot SWIM
. $.5.98
MOW(00dOto 4130)
Ham Glut. Sandwich with Nacho Chips

.

• .•

••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wilmer(1000 to 4:30)
•

1

Spacial California ChiektIll eanslaial$
15th & Olive Blvd - Mort ay, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm

BEST STEW 3 WESTEIll ID= • Bar Sruss

Wrznu
-

Ire

•

$.5.95

Luau OR DaY)
Deck Again - Racer Burger vs/ Steak Fria* #1.99

.*
140.1.141111.11114111,411.•••••••••-••••--41--.. •••

If

— TRY THIS IMEEK'f3 SPECIALS —

August 5th & 6th

The Ple
Roy's Pharmacy
Thurman Furniture
Selections Bridal Registry & Gifts
Murray Shoe Repair
Factory Discount Shoes
Printing Services & Supplies
JtS Citgo
Pagliai's
SPoe Tree
The Edge
Murray Pier 1 Imports
Wallis Drugs. Inc
Murray Supply Co
MicroAge Computer Ctr.
Sirloin Stockade
JC Denney
Bel-Air Shopping Center Merchants

4
12

GRILL

$100!

753-0605
eiIf no answer: 7534362
903 Arcadia Circle
Murray, KY 43071

•••••

iboovts:,t

The annual Betty Shepard
Ladies Invitational Golf Tourna- First plee- Jan Ochoa, Crystal
ment will be played at Oaks Parks, Drcothran Margaret
country Club on Wednesday, -Maddox; -•,•••
•
Aug. 3. The lineup is being pub-.
Second place - Shirley Wade,
lished---on-the sports page. :;-trtne -.Woods, Bobbie Burks;
Winners of ladies golf-play On
Third place - Nancy Rogers,
Wednesday, July 27, have been
Lib Dalton, Doris Rose, Mary
releJsed by Sue Wells, hostcss,p. Alice Garner.

$ Win Mystery Money $

Boys and Girls
Agee Three throdgh Adult
'Announcing New LADIES
, Tap & Ballet Classes

4

'
' Tuesday, Aug.
Monday, Aug. 1
2
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1.30_
Parents Anonymous,6 p m
p m office of Judge/Executive- J.D. • •4ntoi153-0082
Williams
Murray 'TOPS Club. Kentucky 534
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free an(
First Presbyterian Church/6 p rn.
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall:
x t•r/$eiliof ._.activitiasi9:10 ..
-11.yrub1tcart-Party 'ôí CaltoUly
a.m./Dexter Center
County,7 p m /Calloway County Public
"Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p m.ifor
gi.1
senior citizens' activities.
Single TOO/6:30 p.m.iPagliai's.
Hazel ,Conteriopen 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
Info:753-7663. 753-0251, or753-8205.
senior citizens activities.
--Memosial-ilakist -Church events _ - Alcoholics knonymousiopen
meeting/'pm.-/American Legion
include Puppets/8 p.m.
South Sixth, ad Maple Streets.
First United Methodist Church events
Murray.
include Reach-Out Callers V/4 p.m.
-Hardin-TOPS Chapter Men's Nighv7
First Baptist Church events include
p.K7Hardin Library'.
-4rustees/2.30 p.m.; Betty Sledd Group
Cancer Support Group/3 p.m."/private
/Debbie Hill/7 p.m.; Young Men's
dining room of Murray-Calloway CounBible Study/8 p m.
ty Hospital.
First Christian Church events includet.,.._
Bereavement Support 'Group/4.30
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.. .
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayYoung Actor's Guild Thealre
Calloway County Hospital.
Institute/12:30:4 p.m./Playhouse in the
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
Park. Info/759-1752.
County, Hospital/Liberty Bank at
Symsonia/9-11:30 a.m. and Hardin
Marshall County Genealogieill and
Library/1-3 p.m.
•
Historical Society/6:30 p.m./Marshall
First Christian Church events include
County Library.
CWF 11 at Log Cabin Restaurant/10.30
Bingo/Water- Valley Volunteer '
Fire
a.m. I
Department/6:30 p.n1./Water Valley
First Baptist Church'events include
Community Center.
.
Parents' Day,Out/9 &Fri. and 3" p.m.:
AA 'and Al-Anon closed discussion
General- WMU/9:30'a.m.; Dorothy
meeting/8 p.m..'American Legion BuildGroup in chapel and Lottie Moon
ing. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Group at Holiday Inn/11 a.m.; Kathinfo/753-8136 or 435-4314
leen Jones Group w/Lprene Swann/2
Land Between the Lakes events
p.m.
snclude Wild Connections/1 p.m.,
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.. Red Wolves/
open. 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and
Coyotes/3 p.m.1Woodlands Nature
1:30-4:30 p.m.
Center. Info/1-800-455-5897.
National Scouting Museum open/9
Tuesday, Aug. 2
a.m.-4:30 p.m Info4762-3383.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
Land Between the Lakes' events
p m !Murray Seventh-day Adventist, include Meal Preparatio
n/10
Church.
-a.1.-no
.on, Rail Splitting/11 a.m..
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 -.•• What's for Dinner?/1
2:30
p.m./Homeplace Rettaurant.
• ' ,
4 On.iklomeplace-1850; Eaglet Up
, Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's"' Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves/Coyot
es/3
Chapel United Methodist _Church.p.m./Nature Center.
, - Planetarium
i3ingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Shovi/11 a.m., 1. 2 ancr3 p.m./Golden
building.
Pond Visitor Center:

Murray Country Club ladies plan golf play Wednesday

ancE cStacticyi
Specializing in Tap,
Ballet, Pointe, Jazz
&.Gymnastics

5
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Jo Buriceen
Today Editor
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PGA rookie Pride wins St. Jude Classic
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
•
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — It
all came down to the first playoff
hole at the Federal Express Si
Jude Classic.
There were three birdie putts
on the 18th green, none very-.
close.
First, Gene Sauers missed by
an inch. Then, Dicky Pride
drained it in the center of the cup
from 20 feet_ away. Finally, Hal
Sutton pulled one right past.
And just like that. Pride. a
25-year-old "tour rookie from Alabama, had won his first PGA
Tour event.
"I can't fathom it right now,

what this means to me," said
Pride, who had missed 12 of 17
cuts this year, winning Only
545,897. "Am I in the PGA
(Championship) with this now? I
don't know."
He sure is, and he's also
S225...000 _richer.
Pride was the third alternate
and learned a day before the tourney started that he would play
after Lee Janzen withdrew.
"My fiancee is mad at mc for
getting. married' Dec. 17 instead
of Dec. 10,", Pride said, explaining he had set his wedding date
expecting to be back it qualifying
school for a second straight year.
Instead, he secured himself an

MEMPHIS, Tan,, (AP) — Final wenn and
inga Sur.dirVell Ma 61.25 mike* Federal
CMOS an 161•7.1106.6aar-masal
E4.
1 1.1
Tournamiyal
Players Ceuta, 01 Sauthwind (swan on last halo of Hirai-rosy playoff):
•-Dory Pnds. S225,000
6647-67-67-267
•-•ai Sunon. $110000
67-6866-64-267
Gans Sauws S110.000
67-66-68-66--267
rucir Pnoe. 560.000
7246-66-64-266
wayn• Grady. 645 62$
70-66-67-66-260
_Dave Barr. $45625
66-69-67-67-269
Russ Cothran, $45625
67411-65-69-269
Raul Siankowslu:317.-500
68-67-6646-..270
cutzy Zniellar. $37 $00
0645-70-69-270

exemption by rolling the
20-footer after having to birdie
the same hole at the end of regulation to qualify for the playoff:
"It was fun. This is what you
play for, especially when almost
not having gotten into the tournament," Pride said. "It was fun."

Ch.*/ Moot,. 5211 750
Bnan C
$28 750
Ganaorwr S28 750
AAA- Goa. .$226 ,50 Go Morilan $28750
Cnns Dimarco. S20.625
,
Crap Parry 620.625
Paymy Suntan 620 625
Jay Haas 120 625
I.6•• Rod. $15150
David Ognii $15150
Paler Jacobson $15,150
Gaud Ueda 115.1511..
_
Jonn Adams $15150

67-7047-67-271
66-67-611-67-271
71 -614.44Z-,2Z1
67-70-65-69-271
70W-63-71-271
67-73-6547-272
7366-66-66-272
66-66-66-69-272
67-66-66-71-272
72-67-67-67-273
70-70-66-67-273
W70-6746-273
656-6646-70-273
71-67-65-70-273

Sutton, who won the tournament in 1985, took the lead at
17-under when Gil Morgan blew
his three-stroke edge with a
bogey and double-bogey on the
hack nine. Sutton tied the course
record with a 30 on the front nine
and finished at 17-under and 267
for four rounds.

Nutt calls
TO on &start
of practice

The Chicago White Sox prepared for the possible strike by
packing and winning.
The AL Central leaders opened
a two-game lead over the Cleveland Indians on Sunday with an
8-1 victory over the Seattle Mariners at Comiskey Park.
Lance Johnson hit his first
career grand slam and Wilson
Alvarez held the Mariners to four
hits in eight innings.
The game was Chicago's final
one at home before the Aug. 12
strike deadline set by the players'
association. The White Sox begin
a nine-game road trip.in Texas on
Tuesday, so players packed
‘ III See Page 7,

Williams joins elite group
by racing to 40 home runs
The Associated Press
Matt William§ couldn't quite
match the feat of Babe Ruth and
Jimmie Foxx. Topping Willie
Mays, Johnny Bench, Willie
Stargell and Mike. Schmidt will
have to do.
With his fifth multi-homer
,game of the season, Williams
upped his major league-leading
total to 40 and led the San Francisco • Giants over the Colorado
Rockies 9-4 Sunday.
"He's hitting the ball all over
the place and driving in' runs
when they're needed," said Barry
Bonds, who hit his 32nd homer.
• Williams, who drove
five
runs and increased his RBI total

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

'YOU THE MANESS': Mayfield's Mac Maness, left, is congratulated by defending champion Mickey Brockwell, right, after shooting a tournament-record 134 for 36 holes to win this weekend's Dr. John
C. Ouertermous Invitational at Murray Country Club.

111 See Page 7

Two-point conversion invades NFL
An extra point in the NFL
these days can be twice as nice
— or double the trouble.
"The 2-point conversion is a
great play," Miami's Doug
Pederson said after completing a
pass to tight end Rob Coons for 2
points in an exhibition game
against the New York Giants. "It
will make games a lot more
interesting."
Under a new rule, teams can
either kick an extra point after a
toucttdown — "as. they always
have -7- or run or pass the ball
into the end zone for a 2-point
conversion.
In the first weekend of exhibition games, there was mixed
success.
"We went for the T-point conversion and it proved to be a
positive experience," Miami

Some like it, some don't

to Qadry Ismail. After the TD,
the Vikings went for a 2-point
conversion, but Johnson's pass
was short. Warren Moon made his Minnesota debut, playing just the first
period and hitting four of seven
passes for 45 yards.
"By the time I got the feel of
the thing it was time to come
out," he said. "I was just starting
to get comfortable. I ihink this
offense is more balanced than the
run-and -shoot. I think I'm going
to like it."
Chiefs 24, Oilers 17
In Kansas City, the Chiefs
have a new grass field and ,a victotious start to the exhibition season. But their plans for radio
communications to the quarterback weren't as suc,cessful.
"It wasn't too good. It really

coach Don, Shilla said. "ICS
Diego Chargers 21-17.
something we are going to have
Ctmboys 17, Vikings 9
to experiment with and learn
In Irving, Texas, Troy Aikman
about in the preseason."
The Los Angeles Raiders also threw a touchdown pass as the
went to the air, while the Kansas Cowboys rolled over Minnesota
City Chiefs ran for their 2-point in the NFL coaching debut of
Dallas' Barry Switzer.
conversion.
The Minnesota Vikings, how
was kind of neat out
:
ever, failed through the air, whiElbcre," Switzer said. 11 was disthe Denver Broncos missed on appointed with the Second half
two 2-point attempts.
when 1 thought we got a little
In Sunday's games, the Raiders sloppy. I was happy for the win.
edged Denver 25-22 in overtime, You always arc."
Rodney Pcete, Aikman's backKansas City defeated the Houston
Oilers 24-17 and defending Super up who was a starter last year for
Bowl champion Dallas - lowned Detroit, also threw for a TD, connecting from 26 yards out with
Minnesota 17-9.
On Saturday, Miami nipped the rookie Willie Jackson.
Minnesota's lone TD came on
New York Giants 20-19 and the
Atlanta Falcons defeated the San a 5-yard pass from Brad Johnson •See Page 7

* Murray's Premier* *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Plaandrig Available *
'MrvtVgi Friendly ;knife Stem Duke
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Unarm • Toshiba

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563

SOUND DESIGNS
A lj D 1
Csidwater id,

belongings in boxes before the
game, still hoping they wouldn't
have to walk out but getting
ready nonetheless.
"I just hope they fix this
thing," Alvarez said. "I was
thinking this might be the last
game in Comiskey and I have to
do good."
If the players are ready for a
strike, the fans don't seem to be.
42,507 fans attended Sunday's
game in Chicago, pushing the
series total to 126,025, the largest
three-game crowd since the -new
Comiskey Park 'opened in 1991.
Alvarez (12-6) gave up a firstinning run on Felix Fermin's

By TOM WITHERS
Associated Press Writer

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer

0/VIDEO
799-1•35

a

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High's Michael Hornbeck lived up to his No. 1 seeding
at the Owensboro National Bank Tennis Tournament, held last
week at Moreland Park in Owensboro, but he had to overcome a
sky-high, upset-minded Anthony Miller.
Playing a steady, controlled match and mixing solid baseline
play with a heady net game, Hornbeck defended his title by defeating Miller .6-2; 6-0 in the finals on Sunday.
Hornbeck, who will be a senior at Murray High in the fall, ran
his record to 20-3 on the summer.
On the way to his second consecutive ONB singles title. Hornbeck defeated Eric Cameron 6-0; 6-3 and Stewart Bible 6-1, 6-1 in
the preliminary rounds before dispatching Tyler-Green 6-2, 6-0 in
the semifinal match.
In doubles. Hornback teamed'with fellow Murray High senior
Joel-Johnson to take second. In the finals, Hornback-Johnson faced
Miller and Luke Woodward in an exciting match which MillerWoodward won 7-6 (7-5), 7-5.
Later this week, players from all over the state will converge on
the campus of the University of Kentuaky to compete in the Kentucky State Closed Tennis Tournament.

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!
Cooper
TIRF S

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • lAurray • 7534111

** ** * * *** * * * * * *
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to 95, is the fastest to 40 homers
since Reggie Jackson in 1969. He
easily topped the previous NL
record of homers through July,
shared by Mays, Bench, Stargell
and Schmidt. Williams was one
short of the big league record
shared by Ruth and Foxx.
"It's nice, but the. important
thing is to contribute to us winning," Williams said in a statement issued by the team after he
quickly left the clubhouse.
Williams hit an RBI single in
the first, then drove in the goahead run with a 415-foot, threerun drive to left in the fourth
inning off Mark Thompson (I-1).
Williams hit a 420-foot solo
homer in the fifth.

•••••

Hornback defends
Owensboro crown

-

WiiL"OW A...11,81.

this year to changing back to his
old golf swing and. picking up
tips from old- coach Johnny
Ballard.
He isaying the tour this year
after usThg his one-time only
exemption as a member of the
Top 50 career money list.
He took the lead at 17-under
by two-putting from 20 feet for
birdie on 16.
"That Dicky beat me in the
playoff, but no one beat me tee to
green. I'm tickled to death with
the changes. The last two years
were a very humbling experience," Sutton said of ranking
185th and 161st on the'inoney
list. .

White Sox rip Seattle
-!n-readyinq for strike

Racers move
starting dates
!Array State used its first
timeout of the 1994 football season last week to avoid being
flagged for illegal procedure.
Due to a misunderstanding on
the start of MSU's fall semester,
Nuti was forced to push the dates
for reporting and practices back
almost a week.
Originally, freshman/
newcomers were to report today
with practice beginning on Aug.
2. Now, the first-year players will
report on Saturday, Aug. 6- -and
begin workciuts on Aug. 8.
"It's just a minor setback,"
Nutt said Monday morning, meeting with coaches instead of his
recruits. "We've got enough days
to get ready for the first game
against Eastern • Illinois."
Murray State kicks „off the
1994 season with a Thursday
night game at Eastern Illinois on
Sept. 1.
According to NCAA rules,
football programs have 29 opportunities to practice before the
start of the fall semester. Murray
State classes begin on Aug. 24
with registration for classes on
Aug.. 22. Nuu thought the first
day of classes was Aug. 22.
Additionally, the rule says
teams have 29 opportunities,
which includes two-a-day workouts, to prepare for their openers.
Murray State officials thought the
rule meant 29 days.

Sauers shot a 66 and made a
lone birdie putt on 18. Pride, who
dropped a stroke back with a
bogey on 17, rebounded with a
25-footer to join the playoff.
Not bad for a man who
couldn't earn a spot on the Alabama golf team five years ago.
"I was very, very .nervous
(before the round), and I didn't
feel too good on the range,"
Pride said. "Then at the (first)
tee, we had to wait five-six
minutes, and I hit a bad drive."
But We recovered with a chip
shot from 50 feet out for birdie.
"It really got the day going,"
he S'aid.
Sutton, 46, credited his revival
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Tee times set for Shepard Memorial I SCOREBOARD

SPORTS

Sp.naured By

BRIEFS

Listed below are the teeRimes for the Betty Shepard
Memorial two-lady scramble at Oaks Country Club, Aug 3 at
9 a.m. (shotgun start):

Murray Country Club hosting tourney

Hole 111: 'Betty Lowry & Mary
Anderson, Melva Hatcher & Janice
Johnson 18: Betty Vowell 11 Vicki
Mcleary, Mary Bain & Sue Taylor.
2A: Vicki Singleton & Wanda Brown;
Linda Brann & Faye Eyundidge. 28:
USE Jarrett & Rochelle Cadwell; Pat
Smiddy & Robbie Danner. 3: Barbara Stanley
Ruby Bennett, Eva Jo
Henderson & Peggy Crews. IA:
-Mary Jane Park 6 4erfe Ann Nall:
Tonya Fike & Diane Villanova. 18:
Sue Outland & Terri Lamb; Canta
Boggess & Sherri Lamb. SA: Martha
Farmer & Beverly Solomon; Hilda
Jackson & Verenda Johnson. 58:
Mary Bogard & Leta Taylor; Sue
Wells 1, Sandy Weintraub. IA:Karen
Puckett & Shirley Flood; Sue Jordan
& Polly Buchanan. 68: lnus Orr &
Evelyn Jones, Veneta Sexton &
Frances Richey. 7A: Laura Parker &
Berlene Brewer; Grace James & Sue
Lamb. 78: Ada Robefa & Shelba
Barnett; Sue Stoll% & -Irene Woods.
8A: Edith Pasthall & Jessie Rowland; Charlie Underwood & Merle
Underwood. 88: Virginia Steele &
Susan Roth; Nancy_ Rogers &
Debbie Ray. 9A: Diane Ballard &
Gloria Calloway; Donna Sims &
Rebecca Bennett., 98: Murrelle
Walker & Peggy Noel; Agnes Payne
& Gloria Payne:

Murray Country Club will have it a 5th Annual Open Tennis
Tournament Aug. 20-21 with five adult divisions — Open, A's.
35'1, 45's and 50's; singles and doubles; mixed doubles A's and
35's„ Play begins at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 20.
Entry fee for the tournarpent is $20 for singles and/or cloubIes.
Send entry fees (checks payable to Murray Country Club) to .Mel
Purcell, 1602 Farmer Ave;`, Murray. Deadline for applications is
. .
.
Entry forms may be picked up at any Dennison-Hunt store or by
calling the tennis pro shop at 753-5793 between 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
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Collins qualifies for national ski event
Tyler Collins of Murray qualified for the National Championships of water skiing based on his performance at the Southern
Regionals tournament at Twin Oaks Lakes Th Paducah this past
weekend.
Collins qualified in the Boys 1 Slalom event, and will Compete in
West Palm Beach, Fla., in two weeks.
Also at the regionals, Gary Collins of Murray had his best jumping performance of the year with a 142-foot leap on Sunday, a foot
short of the requied distance to qualify for the Nationals in Men 2
Jumping. He finished sixth-in jumping and also competed in Men 2
Slalom.
Fourteen regional records were broken or tied. Combined with
the five records still held on Twin Oaks Lakes from the 1987
Southern Regionals, a total of 19 regional records are held by
skiers at this site — the most for any site in the Southern Region.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See .me for aft 'foto family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

10:Joy Roach & Angie Haywood
Connie Steely & Partner 11A: Freda
Steely & Peggy Shoemaker. Billie
Cohoon & Shouts, Gibbs 118: Mary
Ann Scott & Waklean Siegfried, Vir
ginia Howard & Jane Bradley 12A:
Catherine • Garrott & Doris _Rose,
Melissa Newcomb & 'Marlene Stone
128: Barbara Sloan & Anna Duke,
Valera Brooks & Andrea Rosen
baum 13A: Cannre McManus
Cynthia Darnel;, Ann Tynes & Sand
ra Lyles 138: Matilda Cain & Betty
Owen. Lisa Hilt & Bonnie Mile 14,4:
April Rooker & Debbie Rooker,
Cheryl Manning & Jodi Manning
148: Ann Coursey & Gail Coursey,
Von Puckett & Debra Rose 15A:
April Dexter & Chyrill Miller.- Marilyn
Hopson & Joan Fowler 15B: Linda
McKinney & Claudean Epps, Freda
Lanmer & Arzetta Armstrong 16A:
Sue Veasey & Irma Tuck, Imogene
Hulsey & Catherine Brooks. 16B:
Belinda Elliott & Susie Dick: Shirley
Wade & Bronda Parker 17A: Shirley
Lamastus & Crystal Parks, Jane
Lampkins & Carol Robinson 178:
Marilyn Chapman & Isabel Parks,
Miry Alice Garner & Mabel Rogers
18A: Jain Sutherland 6 Kathleen
Rose, Carolyn Darnell & Patsy
Neale. 18B: Mary Alice Smith &
Sherry Mahon, Anna Mae Coleman
& Bobbie Burks.

Inext to Century 21)

.41111

..... 11140

753-9627
LIke a good neighbor,
State Farm /6 there
State Farm Insurance Compenies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Sunday a Games
aria 9 PhiladOlpnia 5
New Yon, 6 Pittst...ogn 4
'Lr cagc 9 St Lows 7
05 Argeles 7 Houston 1
Cnonnatr 2 San Diego 1 10 nrungs
* San Prancisco 9 Colorado 4
Ntonlrea. "1 Fronde 4
Monday's Games
.••anrat, a• San Franosco 305 pm
5
-• LOU s at Montreal. 635 pm
A' nia a1 New York 6 40 pm
=
at CNcago. 7 05 p
'' ,•3raeo
at Woustron 705 p rn
San Drego at Los AngeteS 905 pm
games scheduled

Heart attack takes life of 'Eagle's

III White Sox...

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Tommy Joe ,Eagles, basketball
coach at the University of Ne.iv Orleans, collapsed while playing
basketball and died a short time later. Eagles, 45, diedoran atilmreni heart attack in Salt Lake City during a recruiting trip.
Eagles resigned under pressure in March after Aubprn posted a.
disappointing 11-17 season. He also coached at Louisiana Tech.
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BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP) — Michael Jordan unveiled his home
run trot for the first time when he hit a line drive into the left-field
stands off reliever Kevin Rychel to help the 'Birmingham Barons
defeat the Carolina Mudcats 6-1 in a Southern League game.
In his best offensive game since beginning his baseball career,
the former NBA star went 2-for-4 with two RBIs. He is now batting .189.,
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•Two-point...
FROM PAGE 6
wasn't," quarterback Matt Blundin said of the radio system after
the Chiefs rallied to beat Houston. "I couldn't tell what Joe
(Montana) was saying. We ended
up having to go back to hand signals for most of the first
quarter."
Alex Van Pelt hit Lee Harris
with a 25-yard touchdown pass
with 18 seconds left to win it for
the Chiefs. Kansas City had tied
the game at 17 on Lin Elliott's
41-yard field goal with 5:40 left.
After *rookie wide receiver
Lake Dawson scored the Chiefs'
first TD on a 52-yard kverse in
the third quarter, the Chiefs
scored their first 2-point conversion when John Stephens ran in
for the score.
Cris Dishman had a 64-yard
interception return for Houston's
first touchdown.
"The best thing that we.
achieved toight was coming out
with no major injuries," Houston
coach Jack Pardee said. "We also
found many things that we need
to work on and many areas that
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FROM PAGE 6
ttien intentionally walked Robin
,single and Jay Buhner's RBI dou- - Vcritttra.
•hle, then quieted the Mariners.
Warren Newson walked -on a
Seattle had just one hit after 3-2 pitch to make it 2-1 and
the second en route to its seventh Johnson followed with a linestraight loss.
drive' homer to right.
Jim Converse (0-4) held the
"We caught a break in one
White Sox to a first-inning single inning and blew it open. It's good
and one run through five innings. the Yankees are doing a number
In the sixth, Tim Raines drew a on the Indians," said Johnson.
one-Out walk-and Frank Thomas
singled. Julio Franco struck out
but Converse threw a wild pitch
that moved the runners up and

Jordan slaps first home run in Birmingham
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Golf

we need help."
2:00 mark.
Raiders 25, Broncos 22, OT
But halfback Gary Downs
In Barcelona, Spain, Jeff Jae- fumbled on first down and lineger kicked a 39-yard field goal backer Brant Boyer recovered.
4:3Z into overtime to boost the
- Earlier, Pederson's 2-pbint
Raiders over Denver.
conversion -pass to Coons gave
• -•
The game, played before the the Dolphins a 17:14 lead. In the
smallest American Bowl crowd old days, had Miami kicked the
since the international series extra point, it would have led
began in 1986, featured three -16-14.
2-point conversion attempts.
On the first play from scrimmage, Denver's revamped secondary was burned when Jeff Hostetler hit a wide-open James Jett
deep over the middle for a
75-yard touchdown pals. It Came
on the same field where Jett won FROM PAGE 6
a gold medal in 1992 as a mem,
"The rule is...well it reads real
her of the U.S. Olympic
confusing," Nutt said.
400-meter relay team.
Nutt and his staff spent most of
Backup quarterback Tommy
Friday phoning players and alertMaddox led Denver on touching them to the "change in schedown drives of 64 and 27 yards.
dule."We got in touch with all of
Dolphins 20, Giants 19
them in time," Nutt explained.
In East Rutherford, N.J.,
First-year Murray State players
Miami won on- Pete Stoyanowill- check-in and go through
vich's 21-yard field with 2:57 to
orientation on Aug. 6. Takiwg
Sunday off, the newcomers will
play. Still, the Giants had a
chance to win, moving to a firstbegin workouts on Monday, Aug.
8. Veterans report on Aug. 9.
and-goal at the Dolphins 3 at the

9 Holes
18 Holes

$3.00
$5.00

Weekend!: & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.00
18 Holes

Golf Lessons - $15 •

$7.00

Carts $3.00 ea.

Practice Range

9 Holes

$1.00, $2.00 & $3.50 Buckets

$1.75

Miniature Golf

Batting Cages

50c

N. 16th St., Murray

753-1152

FORD TRUCK
WE'VE GOT 'EM!
1994 Ford
Explorer

III Nutt...

RIGHT NOW... IS THE TIME TO BUY!
Come by and see our great selection of
1994 Ford Explorers and F-Series.
to
We're ready
make a deal
are
our '95's
arriving soon!

•

1994 F-Series

Dom I With —
7.rot11171
Stop

:eding
cl last
mne a

Our lot is full of new
and used trucks...
one just right for you!
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Charlie Hargrove Kevin Kelly
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"You Will Be Satisfied"

FORD,
MERCURY
LINCOLN

The 1994 Murray State FootbaN mason is just around th* corner
and you won't want to miss any of the smelting action in
Roy Stewart Stadium' this fall.

ORDER YOUR,SEASON TICKETS TODAY
BY CALLING 762-4895

:t
Thomas Jones Dwight McDowell Joe Atkins
753-5405
759-9859
753-9902
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Gardens offer both wonders cillsappointments
The unusually cool weather has
thinking 'about fall planting. It
ininds me that this month, I
---rtrert - to order bulbs- for fail
, Hawing.
I also need to order any seeds I
ight v•ant for my fall vegetable
Arden. And somehow, thinking
About bulbs and vegetables
f.:gether helps me to remember
.at. I want to order a different
of garlic (aside from the
roccr store variety) to plant
.sear.
Where did I put that garlic.
rtalog that I got this spring?
'riding it is going to be a project
itself. and once I find it, I need
,hoose Just one variety of garl,. from a list of over 100 types
the catalogue offers.
Who ever said gardening was
-unple. It's not, and gardeners try

Growing In
The Garden

r

By Cathleen Lalicker
to plan and plant and control
what they can, but a garden has-Ike of its own and more often
than not, one thing leads to
another, and there are some
breathtaking wonders and some
spectacular
equally
disappointments.
But, gardeners learn to revel in
the good parts of the garden, like
the learn to revel in the good
parts of the. garden, like the
perennials that have finally come

their heads off.
As to the ;Ai and frustrating
parts of the -garden — well,
there's always next year. Perhaps
the salvia that wilted overnight
was just in the wrong place. Next
scar, I'll put it somewhere else.
As 1 save seeds of hollyhocks
and cosmos_ this summer, 1 look
ahead to the next spring. I can't
help but think of the women and
men who saved seeds of their
favorite flowers and vegetables
from one year to the next.
They passed on the seeds to

BEER & WINE MAKING SUPPLIES

20% off
PARTY MART
Hannan Plaza • 442-0011
** * ** **** * ** * * * * * *

Nest Main Citgo A
1417 West Main • Murray • 753-2593

CITGO,

—WITH THIS AD-

$ 00

0

!
8 Gallons (cfr more) Gas

The Kentucky Soybean Association and Promotion Board have
moved their office to Princeton, to
better serve producers and the soybean industry in the Commonwealth.
"The new office is more strategically located near the University of
Kentucky Research and Education
Center," said Dan Flanagan, a Central Bluegrass Area producer-director for the Kentucky Soybean Association and chairman of the building
committee. "The new location will
•

SPECIAL—
Oil Change,
A/C Service I
I Filter, Lube, 91495
Up to 5 Ots.
Premium Oil

augment the association's service to
soybean farmers."
"In addition, we were able to
secure an affordable long-term lease
on a piece of property that met the
needs of our growing soybean association," Flanagan said.
"The new locatidn will enable us
to work more closely with researchers from the University of Kentucky
and allow us to view the soybean
test plots as they progress through
the growing season," said Eddie
Voils, president of the KentuckySoybean Association and member
of the Kentucky Soybean Promotion Board.
,"I encourage all soybean farmers
to visit the new office and take the
opportunity to discuss their crops
with Us," Voils said."Hopefully,the
move will make the soybean office
more accessible to producers."
"The office in Princeton is more
centrally located in the major areas
of soybean production in the state,
which will help the association as it
works to increase soybean profitability for farmers," said Benny
Cooper,a Purchase Area producerdirector for the KSA and member of
the Kentucky Soybean Promotion
Board who also served on the
building committee.

Freon
VP:$29
95

Prices Good July 18-Aug. 15
Open 6:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
6:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Saturday

Alfred Williams, 80, of Elm Grove,
said this is the first time he has
ever grown a Siamese cantaloupe
from one stem. Williams picked
the cantaloupe July 25.

•

fall.
The scholarship,awarded by Calloway County Farm Bureau, is
available to a graduatiing senior of
Calloway County High School,
Murray High School or Eastwood
Chrisitan Academy who will be
entering college as a freshman the
following -fall. --

Soybean association moves
office to better serve public

West Main Citgo

II

It's quite a legacy, and one that
can be claimed by anyone who
ever plants a garden and saves a
seed that gets planted the following spring.
Perhaps gardening is as simple
as that.

Dowdy receives scholarship

Jennifer Dowdy, 1994 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
.received a $1,000 scholarship from
Calloway County Farm Bureau,
**** * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * *
presented by county president, Michael Burchett.
Dowdy,daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
Area's Largest Selection
Keith Dowdy of Murray, plans to
enter Murray State -University-thisNow Thru The Month Of August

PAOUCAH'S MOST INTERESTING STORE

their children and grandchildren,
many of whom saved seeds and
did the same.
- Thos. we have the heirloom
varieties of plants that are so
popular today. Plants with a history created by gardeners who
looked forward to the future.

SUBSCRIBE_

The new Kentucky soybean office is located on Hopkinsville
Street, one-half mile south of the
UK Re,ea.h and Education-Center
on Highway 91. The new address is
P.O. Box 30,Princeton, KY 42445,
and the-telephone numbers are 1800-BEAN SOY and (502)3657214. The new FAX number is
(502)365-2506.
For- more information, please
contact the Kentucky soybean office.

Rice production expected
to increase for 1994 crop
WASHINGTON (AP) — A combination of increased acres
planted and better yields should result in record-high rice production this year, the Agriculture Department says.
The department estimates 1994 rice production at 188 million
hundredweight, based on a 17 percent jump over 1993 in harvested
area and a 3 percent increase in yield due to favorable, growing
conditions. The yield prediction has been adjusted through the end
of June.
- Acreage devoted to long-grain rice plantings climbed 14 percent
over 1993. Although every state except California increased longgrain planting. Louisiana and Arkansas combined for 67 percent of
the gain. Long-grain rice accounted for 72 percent of the total U.S.
rice plantings.
As for the remaining 28 percent, medium-grain rice acreage
gained 18 percent over 1993. California accounted for 64 percent
of the increase, with Arkansas making up most of the remainder.
With one of the fastest-ever starts for spring planting and promising numbers for crop condition ratings, the indicators back up the
department's prediction of an excellent yield. Rice conditions as of
'July 24 showed 7 percent of the crop rated excellent, with 74 percent good and 19 Percent fair. At the same point last year, only 1
percent of the crop was rated excellent, 70 percent good and 29
percent fair.
The Agricultare Department says that if these fa vorable conditions hold, the ultimate crop could even exceed its high
expectations.
With the 1994 production forecast in mind, U.S. rice supplies are
also-expected to hit a record high in 1994-5 of 218.9 million hundredweight, up 8 percent. Imports are expected to -reach 8 million
hundredweight, up 1 million.
U.S. rice use — the combination of exports and domestic consumption — is also expected to increase to 184 million hundredweight in 1994-5. The growing U.S. domestic market is predicted
to reach a record 101 million hundredweight this year.
In 1993-4, an unexpected poor harvest forced Japaryt import 2.3
million tons of rice, providing a strong, new market for the United
States. Despite a decline in Japanese demand, to 400,000 tons, this
year, U.S. exports are still forecast to rise 2 percent, to 83 million
hundredweight, as producers shift emphasis toward other countries.
Increased production and declining demand — 'partly clail to the
improved Japanese crop — will drive U.S. and world ricb. prices
down in 1994-5 to between $5 and $6.50 per hundredweight, Mc
department says. Prices in 1993-4 were estimated at S8.25 to S8.45
per hundredweight.

MSU Rodeo Club to meet
The Murray SWte University Rodeo Booster Club will meet Monday, Aug. 1, 7:30 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Expostion Center.
Plans for the annual "Rodeo
RoundUp/Meet the Team" fundraiser to be held Sept. 11 at the Expo
Center will be finalized,
Founded in 1992, the booster
club is a support organization whose
mission is to promote the Murray
State Uhiversity rodeo team through

financial support, scholarships,
public awareness and the promotion
of their annual rodeo events..,
The booster club meets the7irst
Monday of each month in the
conference room located just inside
the front entrance to the EXPO
center. Anyono interested in the
sport of rodeo is welcome to attend.
For additional information,call club
president Gary Lawson at (502)
489-2227.

a

Disaster policies basically
unchanged for 1994 crops
Policy and procedures for 1994
Disaster Leasing are basically the
same as they were for crop year
1993.
To insure eligibility to disaster
le.ace away quotA, producers--must--visit the ASCS office prior to
-harvest and file and ASCS-574,
Application for Disaster Credit. A
deposit of $18.25 + $4.20 for each

7-W9
\

Vic

adjacent tract or patch is required to
cover the cost of a farm visit.
Failure to take action before
harvest may make you ineligible to
disaster lease away your burley
-tobacco—quota,

For further information concerning burley desaster leasing call the
ASCS Office at 753.-1781.

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.
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ANYTHING
LESSJUST
WON'T CUTIT!

SNAPPER
Quick response
steering system

Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available
Your dealei can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing job

Five speed friction
power transfer

Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping

Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

REPUBLIC

From 25" to 42"-Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

POPS START AT

•'949"

Savings Bank

DON'T PAY'TIL
OCTOBER 1994
INTEREST FREE

INSTANT CREDIT
MODEL 260610 UP TO $3500

r.AH

(502 759-1630

ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT

aiaie. MULCHING CONVERSION HITS AVAILABLE
Open 6 days a week Saturdays 9-12
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Mrs. Dorothy Nell McClure,
61, South 10th Street, Murray,
died Saturday at 11:40 a.m. at her
home.
She had been employed for
Food Service at Calloway County
High School for 26 years. She
was a member of EmMantiel Baptist Church.
Born July 5, 1933, in Graves
County, she was the daughter
Lelan Maude Brannon and the
late Thomas Brannon.
Survivors include her husband,
Boyd J. McClure, to whom she
was married on May 26, 1956:
two daughters, Mrs. Debbie Lynn
Brown and husband, Michael,
McEwen, Tenn., and Shari Jean
McClure, Murray; one son, Gregory Dale McClure and
wife,Karen, Oklahoma City,
Okla.; her mother, Mrs. Lelan
Maude Brannon, Paducah; four
sisters, Betty Brannon, Murray,
Mrs. Glenna Swatzell and husbarid. Terry, Hickory, Mrs. Pat
Crawford and husband, Gary
Lynn, Dublin, and Joyce Brannon, Paducah; one brother,
Richard Brannon and wife,
.Gwen, Paducah; four
grandchildren.

Mrs. Mable Smith Collins, 88, Murray, died Sunday at 3:19 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. She was
5, 1967.
married Feb. 25, 1928, to Toscoe Collins, who died
; Calloway -County, she was theughter of
Born Feb. 19, 1906in
the late John Burton Smith and Eula Elkins -Smith. One brother, Acie
Smith, 4,lso preceded her in death:
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jackie Herndon and husband,
Anton, Rt. 4, Murray, and Mrs. Janice Rose Ina husband, Jack, Murray, one sister, Mrs. Beatrice Scruggs, Murray: four grandchildren;
four great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funerat home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
Monday).

Mrs. Margaret Riley
Mrs. Dorothy Nell McClure
Funeral rites will be Tuesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Paul McWherter and
the Rev. Jim Fortner will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the. funeral
home .from 3 to 9 p.m. today
Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may
he made to American Cancer
Society.

Mrs. Barbara Nell Cope Forth
Mrs. Barbara Nell Cope Forth, 68, Rt. 1, Murray, died Sunday at
3:45 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of New Home Baptist Church in Graves County,
but attended West Fork Baptist Church at Stella.
Born Oct. 10, 1925, she was the daughter of the late Calbert Cope
and Clara Mohler Cope.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Nancy Ingram and husband,
Johnny, Rt. 2, Murray, and Mrs. Betty Garland, Paducah; two sons,
Tim Forth and wife, Cindy, arid David Forth and wife, Karen, Murray:
eight grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Cammie
Coleman Lovins
Mrs. Cammie Coleman Lovins,
82, Murray, died Sunday at 6:10
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Herman Lovins,
died Oct. 29, 1980. She was an
active member of Scotts Grove
Baptist Church and was retired as
bookkeeper for Lovins' Used
Cars.
Born March 28, 1912, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late William Lynch Coleman and Lula McNutt Coleman.
She was the last surviving member of her generation of the Coleman family, having been preceded in death by one sister,
Audrie Duncan, and four
brothers, Dewey, Raymond,
Desmer and Ned Coleman.
Survivors include one daughter, Nancy Lovins Byers, _Lexington; two grandchildren, Melanie
Stivers -and husband, Jeff, Lekington, and Naval Attorney Lt.
Keith Byers, Jacksonville, Fla.;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
1 p.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts, Dr. Billy Hurt, the Rev.
Leon Penick and the Rev. Billy
Turner will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial

Services for Mrs. Margaret Riley of Akron, Ohio, were Thursday in
the chapel of Prentice Funeral Home, Akron. Burial was in Greenlawn
Cemetery there.
Mrs. Riley, 92, Akron, died Tuesday at 2 a.m. at a nursing home at
Akron.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rosanna Miller and husband,
Clyde, Murray; three brothers, Robert Riley and Philip Riley, Akron,
and Earl Riley, Norton, Ohio; nine grandchildren including Eric Miller of Fairhope, Ala.; seven great-grandchildren.

Col. Frank Rob Nance Sr.
Col. Frank Rob Nance Sr., 75, Paris, Tenn., died Saturday at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris.
He was former owner and operator of "Red Ball Realty and Paris
Auto-Auction. He was a Navy veteran of World War II and a member
of First Baptist Church, Paris.
,
Born Aug. 13, 1918, at Murray, he was the son of the late Hancey
Nance and Eva Paschall Nance. One son, Billy Nance, and one sister,
Marsha Poole, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joan Wilson Nance, to .whom he
was married on Jan. 31, 1978; one daughter, Mrs. Gail Axley and husband, Rick, Big Sandy, Tenn.; two sons, Frank R. Nance Jr., Long[beach, Miss., and Shawn Wilson, Nancy, Paris, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Marilyn Lee and husband, Art, Murray; nine grandchildren, Kelley Vanlidek, Kim Brewer, Ashley Nance, Crystal Nance, Priscilla
Nance, Joe Brown, Billy Max Brown, Melissa French and Richard Slier; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris. The Rev. Jerry Massey officiated,...4rial was in
Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris.

Kim Earl Scott, 38, Rt. 1, Almo,:died Saturday evening in a tractor
accident near Murray. (See related story on page 1).
He was an employee of General Tire and Rubber Company, May
field, and a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Born Oct. 27, 1955, in Calloway County, he was the son of Marvin
Scott and Dclois Crouse Scott. He was preceded in death by his
maternal grandfather, Austelle Croui-eand his paternal grandparents,
Roy and Cozy Scott.
Survivors include one daughter, Jennifer Scott, Murray; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Scott, Rt. 1, Kirksey; two sisters, Mrs. Kathy Alcorn and
husband, Fred, Florida, and Mrs. Mitzi Bucy and husband, Donnie, Rt.
1, Almo; two brothers, Rodney Scott and wife, Pam, Rt. 2, Murray,
and Tracy Scott and wife, Penny, Durham, N.C.; his Maternal grandmother, Mrs. Virginia Crouse, Rt. 1, Murray; three nieces;" three
nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Dotson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Coles Camp Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).
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The funeral for Mrs. Florence Jane Clark Owen was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Edgar
Adamson officiated.
Pallbearers were be John Christopher Rowlett, Stephen Lee Owen
and Ricky Wilson. Burial was in Shady Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Owen, 50, 2027 West Cherry St., Milan, Tenn., died early Friday morning at Life Care Center of Bruceton-Hollow Rock, Bruceton,
Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter, Melissa Jane Owen,, Lavaina,
Tenn.; four sons, James Vernon Rowlett, Clarksville, Tenn., Eddie
Leroy Rowlett, Kentucky, and John Christopher Rowlett and Stephen
Lee Owen, Paris, Tenn.; five sisters, Mrs. Charlene McKinney,
Puryear, Mrs. Willene Alexander, Murray, Mrs. Lora Mae Webb, Paris, Mrs. Louise Howard, Tampa, Fla., and Mrs. Lucille Pastalenic,
Detroit, Mich.; three brothers; Freeman Clark, LaCenter, Calvin Clark,
Fart Wayne, Ind., and Kenneth Clark, Detroit, Mich.; five grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Rev. Hafford H. Overbey
The funeral for the Rev. Hafford H. Overbey was today at 10 a.m.
at South Lexington Baptist Church, Lexington. The Rev. Wallace
York, the Rev. Louis Maple and the Rev. Edward Overbey officiated.
Grandsons were active pallbearers and directail of Baptist Faith
Mission were honorary pallbearers.
Burial will be today (Monday) at 5 p.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church Cemetery, Murray.
Expressions of sympathy are suggested to Baptist Faith Missions in
memory of H.H. Overbey, P.O. Box 144, Livermore, KY 42352.
The Rev. Overbey, 92, of 1012 Balsam Dr., Lexington, native of
Murray, died Thursday at his home. "
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maude Duncan Overbey; three
daughters, Mrs._ Ruth Darling, Blue River, Wis., Mrs. Mary Jane
Gibbs, Michigan, and Mrs. Sue Jones, Lexington; three sons, Edward
Overbey, Lexington, Dale Overbey, Arkansas, and James Overbey,
Germany; one sister, Mrs. Ruth Crider, Murray; 47 grandchildren; 15
great-grandchildren.

Its 7:00FridayNight
AndYouHaveA
103°Fever...

But you don't have to make an
expensive trip to the emergency room
because now there's...

PrimaryCare AFTER HOURS.
Ifyou're like most people,illnesses

don't hit you or your family at a
"convenient" time.
That's why Primary Care Medical
Center has AFTER HOURS.With
extended office hours, youcanoe a
doctor for urgent care...or take
advantage ofthe convenience for
medical care rangingfrom an annual"

• PjiI & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us lot Rates

(502)759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122.

8a.m.-8 p.m.-Monday -Friday
9a.m.- Noon-Saturday

200 OFF RETAIL
WIth Complimentary
"Battery Club"

•

• 30 Day Trial
• Free Hearing Test
CALL

Vicki L. Oliver
HEARING AID SPECIALIST

STONE-LANG CO.

Holland Motor Sales

HEARING AID CENTER

List Nlain St.

571

physical to a routine gynecological
checkup.
With five physicians representing
specialties in family practice, internal
medicine and pediatrics, we provide
treatment for patients ofall ages.
Walk-ins are welcome,or you can
schedule aQ appointment by calling

HEARING AID SALE
Offer Ends August 31, 1994

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

•

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-.-..+0.97
DJIA Previous Close .3764.50
Arr
/374:Ta
541/2.1/8
AT&
Bell South
Briggs &
Bristol Myers Squibb....521/s unc
CBT Corp. Ky.• 411/2B 431/2A

JIB HiIIio,d. W.L. Lyons, Inc.•Iskinber NYSE and SIPC

REE.

Mrs. Florence Jane Clark Owen

Investments Since 1854.

Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5:30 to
9 p.m. today (Monday) and until
12:30 p.m. Tuesday when the
body will be taken to the church.
Expressions of sympathy may
_be made to Scotts Grove Baptist
Church, Murray, Ky. 42071.

TIL
94

Final rites for James B. Anderson were Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Fortner officiated. Music was by Roger Hutson, pianist, and Brenda Vcreycken
and Teresa Katberer, singers.
Pallbearers were Loyd Eva's, Bobby Evans, Otis Anderson, Owen
ndcrson, Tommy Perry and Jimmy Perry. Burial was in Temple Hin.Cemetery.
Mr. Anderson, 73, Rt. 8, Murray, died Thursday at 9.13 a.m. at
I atirdes Hospital, Paducah.

Kim Earl Scott

CArdens.

Feeteral Slate Merkel News SKOCe Alit 1, 1594
Isetecity Porcine Area Res Market Report Includes 3
Buy* Steams Receipts: Act. 11 FAL 214 Barrow, &
Gas .25-.Se lower Sews stady LIR idgber
$41.011-41.30
US 1-2 2311-255 ii..
US 1.2215-235
141135-41.1141
US 2-3235.355 ii..
US 3-4 25-271
Sew
$25 552455
US 1-2 275.114 lbc
526.111-24311
US 1-3 311111-414 lbs.
US 1-3 411-523
-121.114-31.011
US 1-3 525 and op lbs.
524.10.25.011
US 2-3 315-511 lbs.
Sean Ii1130.22.31

James B. Anderson

Mrs. Mable Smith Collins

Mrs. Dorothy Nell McClure

206 South 4th, Murray, PH. 753-8055

Your Primary Care Physicians:
Robert Hughes, M.D.•Family Practice
Hollis Clark, M.D.•Internal Medicine
Joyce Hughes, M.D.•Pediatrics
Robert Korolevich, M.D.•Family Practice
Michael Adams, M.D.•Family Practice

Primary
Care

MEDICAL CENTER

Ran&Prtrtir•InternalMacey•NdIatrics

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building • 300 South 8th Street 4. Murray, Kentucky 42701

753-4461
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CLASSIFIED
IDAT:LItgE cALL 753-1916

••

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Piapirri atak
$5.00 Coiumn Inch
MS Discount Wei Rum
be% Discount 36cf Sun.
IMl Ads War boo MO6 Ore PaleeLJ
$1.75 per column Inch extra tor
.d0).
Tuesday ,(Stopping

Reader Ads

AUGUST 1, 1994

MONDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
C10

Legal Notice
Notice
Personais
Cord of Thanks
In MemarY
Lost & Found

025

254 per word. WOO minimum
I if day.54 per word per clay tor 040
each additional consecutive 050
day. 11.75 extra tor Shopper
(lues Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
_
blind boa ads
370
Yvd Sale $7.50 fteoj
390
A$2.00 tee we be required to moire
40C
orry chomps to ad Wise deadline. 550

060
070
090
felf3- 110

•
230

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poulny & SuPPieS
Proauce
Feed,& Seed

285
300
110
320
333
340
363-

EMPLOYMENT
help Wonted
Domestic & Chliocare
Srtuahon Wonted
flutiness-epportuntly
instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Hornes tor Pent
Mobile-Home Lots tor Pent
. ...... Business Rentals
WOritTO-Reil
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

SERVICES
080
230'
250
-290- 530

Insurance.
Exterminating
Business Services
Hoofing * Cooling
ServicesOffered

TRANSPORTATION
470
A80
485
-490495
503
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

MERCHANDISE
Computers
123
130
For Sale or Trade
. .... Wont To Buy
140. .....•150*
-- Articles For 0;11,
•155
Appliances
160
Home.Furnishings
165
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machines
180
Heavy Equipment
195
_200
$portS EquiPrnent
210
Firewood
Musical
220
_Miscellaneous
240
T.V. & Radio
260
380
Pets & Supplies

gt.,1

Notice
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open ,5pm. Closed
Mon -Tves. Pizza. salads.
hot sandwiches. gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or .
carry out 4.74-8119 or
• 800-649:3804

•._) AUGUST 0
BIRTHDAYS •
Brian, Jett,
Tabatha Louis.
Amber. Justin &
Mom (Nellie)

moVectrfoscUP01.:P
.
rgintaloti
venous. esettima ire/come

ALLIANCE
TRwc.aw(%

,R.CT004

TRALER

IM11.3=1:113M.

I-troy 641 So to AleAter,
niont on Hwy 1928 W on
urns( ce Marto Chap* Rd

Birthday
to You...

Baseball • Basketball
Large supply of single
cards A plaques

- Sherry -

A$1014613, COMIC $
zoin Show
September 10
MSU Curets :Center

L 3 a second chance to
-_.- -ea.t? Brand new
.itt .0 available to you
'.ot credtt repair. Leave
-ante & address & informa-on veil be sent to you (no
.,-to given over phone)
502-753 8060

Tablets Ay/viable .
Fo‘,nto wale 06J Cards. Rt
flaz 228A. Murray, Kr 4207?

Tit+ 4:30-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

We Would Love To Have You In Our Services

Murray Baptist Mission
201 S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Parvin Hall, Pastor
Sunday Morning
•

Sunday School.
Preaching

Sunday Evening

Preaching

530 p.m.

Wednesday Eyening Preaching

7:00 p.m.

1000 a.m.
10-.45 axn.

The performance and Evaluation Report for
Chapter 2. P.L. 100-297 for school year
1993-94 is-available for public Atew. This
report may be reviewed at:
Calloway County Board of Education
2110 College Farm Road
Murray, KY 42071
Federal funds from Chapter 2 CFDA
eii4.1512 are financing 100 percent of the
cost of the Performance Report and Evaluation from a project amount of $25,693.

Mrs. Theresa, Reader &
Advisor. A true born psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

CANCER
iiiiPSURANCE
,
ageiimit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree local claim service"

WHO S calling you? Caller
ID World of Sound,
753-5865

_os;r. Blue Healer pup
black eyes, black collar, red
. flea collar 753-2418
LOST near Kenlake Marina 1yr old, black & white,
Siberian Husky. Name
Buffy Reward!! 474-8330

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

oci.ys open

at 6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to So
Hale Road right on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
traG3=11111
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

'
DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability vire -611"er
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different-levels of benefits. We
can write 7,of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. ftest A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

•

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

ARE you earning 40-50K a
year? Are you finding your
present sales position falling short of the promises
made? We are one of the
nations leading areial
photography.firms. We offer a base of $15,600 per
year plus commission up to
35%. along with a travel
elotment If you are willing
to put in the time, with our
training & products you will
be making the 40-50K
yearly You must have reliable transportation & willing to travel over night 4
nights weekly For local interview
call
1-800-927-'7798
ASSEMBLERS Excellent
income to assemble products at home Info
1-504-646-1700 Dept
KY-2021
BIG Apple Cafe Puryear,
TN is now taking applications for restaurant help
Apply in person
901-247-5798
CONSTRUCTION laborers
'needed Apply in...person at
Swift Roofing, located on
Industrial Rd
DENTAL Assistant
needed Send resume to
1653 Calloway St, Murray,
KY 42071
NEEDED organist 1st United Methodist Church, Fulton, KY Send resume to
Search Committee, 1st United Methodist Church, PO
Box 1386, Fulton, KY
42041 For additional information call (502)472-3514
ONCOLOGY RN with 1-2
years expenenbe in chemotherapy to work in oncology office Mon Fri needed,
chemotherapy certified
Call
preferred
1 - 8 00 4 7 8 - 8 8 5 .
(502)759-4199 or send
C V to Box 01040 G, Murray, KY 4207T

S

7

REAL E5TATE SAIJS

270 . MOloko Homes For Sale
365
For Sale or lease
420
Home Loons
430-- Reat -Estate
435
Lake Property
440
Lots For Sole
450
Farms For Sole
460
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

DUCT WORK
INSTALLER

ATTENTION Murray
'
***POSTAL JOBS"

Hands-on "leid- -Person
to run duct installation
crew in residential &
commercial applications

Stan S11.41/1u. + benefits.
For application & info. call
l-(216) 324-5508 1 a.m. to
10 p.m. 7 days.

LAUNDRY help needed
Apply Si person. Boone's
Laundry. 605 Main 7532552

WOULD like to manage &
maintain rental property.
References available. 5yrs
experience. Call 753-7473.

MURRAY GUARD INC,
If you are looking for a security officer position
with a future & flexible hours, apply in person
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Positions
available in the Murray, Ky. and Martin, TN
areas. Minimum requirements: no criminal
record, must be over 18 yr.ofage, able to work any
shift, have reliable transportation and phone.•
Uniforms furnished and group medical insurance
available. Apply at:
68 Murray Guard Drive
Jackson, TN 38306
901-688-3122

E0F. St/F/DN

INDUSTRIAL
NURSE
Plant First Aid, Worker's Compensation, Act As Liaison With
Employees, Physicians, Etc.
Prefer R.N. With Industrial Experience.
Respond To:
Personnel Manager

P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer

EDUCATIONAL VACANCIES
Principal
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
National Alliance School, SADM School. Enrollment - 480.Grades Primary - 5. Position to be filled
as soon as possible.
Assistant Principal
Calloway County High School
Comprehensive High School, SBDM School,
Enrollment - 1,000, Grades 9-12. Position To be
filled as soon as possible.
Elementary Counselor
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
National Alliance School, SBDM School, Enrollment -480.Grades Primary - 5. Position to be filled
as soon as possible.
Send letter of application with resume and a copy
of the Kentucky Teaching Certificate to:
Dr. lack Rose, • Superintendent
Calloway County Schools
P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071
Calk way County Board of Education is an Equal
Opportunity Employer;the Board does*not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin,
. age, religion, marital status, pex. or disabilities.

cheek Me Int beedlon el
Wok ado lotanysem helm,
Ledges & llama we be re.
sPensIble lor only one haw
red Imeedlon. Any max
should be mewled Immediately so cenedlone can he
mode.
-

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.44. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday a.m.-12 p.m.

An!**
For Sala

CONCRETE picnic table SEARS lawn edger, used
with 3 benches. $150 obo. only once. 311p gas engine,
Cellular phone $100 obo. 3 $200 753-0988
paraketes with cage, .$40
-2 FRAMED mirrors,
obo. 753-4497.
PART-time youth director,
38"-31:, $40. Remington
inn
choir director & organist or
INFANT car seat, toddler automatic model 11-48
Business
qualified individual to comcar seat, $40for both. Mans shotgun, will trade for S&W
OPPortunkY
bine any of the above. Send
diamond wedding band, pistol 759-4502.
resume by August 10th to: FRANCHISE for sale' May$300. 753-2813 'leave
First Christian Church, 111 field, Paducah, Benton,
TREADMILL- used little,
message.
N 5th St, Murray, KY Fulton, 100 year old indusgood condition, $150.- Old
42071. t502)753-3824.
KING
size
waterbed
with
8
try, 25 year old company,
flax wheel, good condition,
drawers. Set-up to see. $80. 435-4549.
PEOPLE Lease Temporary 100% success rate if you
753-9336.
Service is now accepting are accountable, responsiXEROX 610 Memory Wriapplications for light indust- ble and teachable. LEGAL size banker boxes,
ter. Restores, displays, has
1-800-447-4889.
rial workers at the Village
great for storing old files, all kinds of features.
Can be
Office Center at.1406-E N.
records, clothes, etc. used with printer, also in12th St. 9am-5pm.
753-8091
120
cludes booklets and 20
POSITION AVAILABLE
MOVING! Everything must print wheels. Great for ofComputers
SPEECH LANGUAGE
go, household, tools, etc. fice or business. 753-7252,
PATHOLOGIST: Clinic COLOR PRINTER, $175 81 coon & squirrel dog for 759-4679.
Supervisor/Lecturer. Start- 502-753-7001
sale. 901-247-3301.
155
ing Date: September, 1994.
MOVING
sale! Good qualQualifications: Masters de- EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
Appliances
gree and Kentucky licen- HARD DRIVE FOR A LAR- ity furniture including living
room sofa, chairs, tables, WHITE 1993 Frigidaire
sure in speech language GER & FAST.ER ONE
pathology, Certificate of CALL HAWKINS RE- lamp, entertainment cen- electric range. Includes
Clinical Competence pre- SEARCH FOR DETAILS ter, Wallis -Stain glass surface light & smoke glass
doors, computer table
door. Was originally $499,
ferred, CFY considered. In- ANYTIME, 502-753-7001
asking $250 obo.
structional computer liter- NEW CD-ROM drive. & more.'759-1259.
acy is a candidate strength. ONLY $99. FREE installa- NEW metal siding & roof- 753-3070.
Responsibilities: Supervi- tion. Call HAWKINS RE- ing. Cover 36" cut to length
160
sion or participation in clini- SEARCH anytime, in 10 colors, galvanized
Horne
cal activities on and off 502-753-7001.
and galvalume. Secondary
Furnishings
campus, academic advisif available. Portable caring, department, college, PC REPAIR- UPGRADES- port kits. 489-2722 or NICE 4pc.. pine bedroom
and university service. TRAINING AT YOUR LO- 489-2724.
suite. Includes queen sized
Some undergraduate CATION. HAWKINS REROLLING STONES tickets 4-poster waterbed, dresser
teaching possible. Applica- SEARCH, 753-7001.
with mirror, chest & nightfor Sept. 18th. Call
tion Deadline: August 15.
. stanA_Call 492-8874 after
759-1334
before
2pm.
10
1994.--TO-- APPLY: Send
6pm or leave a Message.
Want
letter of application, cirricuTo Buy
lum vita, academic transcripts, and three letters of
ANTIQUES by the piece or
recommendation to Decollections. 753-9433 day
partment of Special Educaor night.
tion, PO Box 9, Murray
State University, Murray, ATV 4-wheeler. 753-1342.
KY 42071.-0009. Murray
State University is an equal CASH for mobile home
education and employment tires & axles 436-2578
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classiopportunity, M/F/D, AA 901-644-0679
every day,including the Shopper.
fieds
employer.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and piso month (paid in advance).
for
$160
PRIVATE art instructor
tols. Benson Sporting
needed for 10yr old child.
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
502-395-1913.
Murray
SATELLITE TV. SALES
REPS AND MANAGERS... CIVIL war, WW I or II guns,
swords, pictures, other arti- U.S. Cablevision, a multimillion dollar leader in the facts-Old Coca-Cola adCustomized
satellite industry is looking vertising or gas & oil ad
Computeefect
S
items, old stone whiskey
for a District Manager in the
Services •
jugs with advertisments on
Murray area.'Earn $400 to
ervices
front-Call 753-3633,ask for
$700 per Installation 'Build
Larry.
Steve 6' Sheila Btu'
your own sales_ force 'ReServing Others Is What Were Mt about!
ceive up to $2,000 per
month in Expense money.
P.O. Pox 888 • Munay, 90' 42071
Articles
To qualify for this position
753-0498.• Voice Mail Box 888
(502)
For Sale
you must have experience
'Voice 9414 Iti-Weel(fy Mortgage Escrow
in the satellite industry! Call 1990 40FT log trailer, good
Mr.
Lugwig
Child Products Division:' Personalized Claim's
at condition, $5,000.
800-577-6651 or fax a re- (502)328-8381.
Socdri, Educational Materials, Seesaw( Messages
sume to (615) 577-5115.
4200 BTU a/c, Hot Point,
TALK - 753-2284
1914,70
- (
portable, used 4mos, exSTANLEY Home Products cellent- condition, $200.
435-4571
needs help with sales, no
parties, no investment, ex- BEARTRACKER mobile
cellent earnings, part or full- police scanner/weather ratime. Call 502-753-0674 for dio. Like new, works! New
price $250, asking $150.
information.
Includes mounting hard-.
WANTED. barmaids, wait- ware, antenna
for indoor
resses j&. dancers, $500 use. 753-5167.
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN_ BOGARD trucking and ex901-642-A297. 7pm-2am.
cavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
WANTED OTR Drivers- rock, rip
rap. 759-1828. e,
Must be 23yrs old with
clean MVR & CDL. Late FRIGIDAIRE washer &
1206 Chestnut • Murray, KY
model conventional truck dryer, almond, $250/set.
with 60' sleeper &sir ride
435-4480
502-382-2715.

Business on
a Budget?

Call 73-1916 for details.

Lowest Prices Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation
Save Up To $500

Call 759-4944
Displayed at Video Gold

WANTED: painters & carpenters. 753-7617.
070

Domestic
& Childcare

3 BEDROOMS, LIVING
ROOM & HALL

DO house cleaning top to
bottom Call 474-2131
evenings please.
WILL sit with sick or elderly
" in home or hospital. Call
753-4590 for infortnation
u40

Position
Wanted

WHOLE
HOUSE

SALE!

BABYSITTER- 5 days a
week,i 2 children in my
home- Almo area.
753-2417.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.

Date: Now thru Aug. 31
Subject To Stock
DO IT ALL
FOR..,

Choice of Sculptured or Plush in 4colort. Up to 70
sq. yds. of carpet & 7/16x4 pad with mesh

12
10

Bedroom I

I
12

$48800

Hail

limmBi*oom

Bedroom
12

Sci0

l"

12 9.

PAD INCLUDED
Subject to present
stock. We have what
We advertise.

12
Sales tax and installation is not included
No coupons or other promotions accepted.
Fluirssi Stook of Ares Rua.

ALTERr\TIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square.1608 N. 121, Murray.-753-6951.

ClarksvNlis, TN. •
127 Torminal Rd.
Across From
Siovarnor's
Behind Wendy*
515-6624757

Hwy. 541
II mi. N. of Paris
1 mi. S. of Hazel
1401-495-$151

'
,

Vo,t.••••"
.,
-

5

• Docallne• as 2 days
hi advance!

Ankles
Fords

-Wooed

Position
Wanted

DO you need a GED? Do ECK Miller Expanding.
you need hope for the fu- Need flatbed - comapany
ture and help to get a solid drivers. All miles pais.(New
career? We have 22 JOB scale)._ life/Health Rider/
openings for people 16 thru Bonus Program. 23 year &
21 that are not full time high 1 year experience.
scholdrAdents. Call 800-395-3510. Owner Op753-9378 Fltre days a week erators also -welcomed!
between 8.00am-3.00pm Please inquire about new...
This project is funded by opportunities.
the Job Training Partner- GYMNASTICS instructor
ship Act through the Ken- needed Positive attitude,
tucky Department for Em- love children & willingness
ployment Services and the to learn 759-9119.
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an HARDEE'S of Draffenville
Equal Opportunity prog- now hiring day shift emram. Auxiliary aids and ser- ployees all positions,
vices are available upon cashiers. cooks & prep. Berequest to individuals with ginning wage $5/hr. Apply
in person. No phone calls
disabilities.
please.
DRIVERS- OTR Paid time
certifiable teachILLINOIS
at home' Receive bonuses
up to $1,100 in 6mos plus ers for B.D. and TMH, 2
$1,200 a year Competitive psychologist, 1 Master Sopay & benefits Call Chuck cial Worker. Contact Gene
at Jolliff Transportation, Strain,. Director, South
Eastern Special Education,
1-800-873-565'3'
Box 185, Ste. Marie, IL
DUTCH Essenhaus is now 6 2 4 5 9
Phone
taking applications. For 618/455-3396.
more information, call
IMMEDIATE opening for
753-2334.
full-time housekeeping perEARN $1.000 weekly stuf- son, maid. Need home
fing envelopes at home
phone & must work
Start now, no experience weekends. Motel work exFree supplies, free informa- perienced persons only
tion. No obligation. Send need apply. .For info call
SASE to - VISTA- Dept '753-6706.. Days Inn, 641
79, PO Box 60650, San South. Murray.
Angelo, TX 76906
,

7

150

090

Help
Wanted

45-4699

MIMI=
Atkedisses as Impeded te

MasterCard

Help
Wanted

Mil Cards

Happy

5

•

or

0

• 4:

•••

•

-
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MONDAY, AUGUST 1, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•

SOFA I loveseat, both for
• 565 _Video cwnera (audio
doesn t work) $75 Carl
753-4224
SUPER single waterbed
with drfisees & chest Call
753-9559 Of 753-1191
190
Fans
Equipment
FERGUSON tractor with 511
oushhoig, good rubber.
treshly overhauled- have
receipts, excellent condition, $2,750 759-9557.
TOBACCO cutting crew for
Evenings
nire
5021328-8381
TOBACCO SCAFFOLD
WAGONS. 502423-8888,
502-6234789.

trK

Ulf.

p.m.
of

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Musical
FENDER keyboard amp
Excellent like new condition $375 759-9932

r. used
engine.

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600

rrors,
nington
11-48
or S&W

2110
Miscellaneous

1 little,
50.r Old
•ndition,

BLUES Festival in your
area. 5th anniversary of
Kenlake's Hot August
Blues Festival, August 279
28 . In Aurora, KY, Talent &
Ticket
Info...
800-325-0143.

iry Wrims, has
Can be
also inInd 20
for of3-7252,

25n
Business
Services
K fl. and Associates offering a full line„of investigative
services. Bel Air Center.
753-3868 or 436-6099.

gidaire
'dudes
glass
$499,
obo.

Homes For Sale

BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
$500 DOWN!

tdrOcen
n sized
dresser
night'4 after
msage.

it!

r-.

One - week only,
Aug. 1-8, with approved credit buy
any SINGLE WIDE
WITH $500 DOWN
PAYMENT or any
DOUBLE WIDE
WITH
$1000
DOWN
PAYMENT! No gimmicks, no hidden
charges NO KIDDING! Offer good
on ALL stock
homes and EVEN
custom built ordered homes but
only if loan is approved
during
week of Aug. 1-8!
Hurry to BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
soon and take advantage of this lender's special program while it lasts!
BARGAIN HOME
-CENTER . Hwy.
641 South (Camden Hwy.) in Paris,
Tn. 901-644-1176
"YOUR EXCLUSIVE
BUCCANEER_
MANUFACTURED
HOME DEALER FOR
THIS AREA."
IMMACULATE 1992
16X52 all appliances. partly
furnished, deck, etc. in$18,000.
cluded
489-2442.

31

hat

14X70 CRIMSON, Usk, 2br,
.bath, los of extras,
911.500 Call 753-3940

1.2,380 apes Furnished,
very nice new MSU No
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets
days.753-0606 after 5pm

Fe bat'
SMALL 2br house. 6 mi
nutes from town, just off 94
by Duncan's Grocery
$295/mo 753-2339 or
753-8747

1987 14X70 BUCC excellent condition, 2br II 2 tul 1BR, available now. No
baths. Built in appliances, pets References 1 deposit
oh/a, all electric w/pole required $185/mo
French doors, $12,000 753-3949
753-8117 6-10pm, or leave
1BR duplex on 280 tastemessage.
fully decorated, energy effi- BARNS tor rent Air cured,
1991 14X70 CLAYTON, pent,$275/mo.deposit No Buriey, Darkfir,ed
2br, 2 full bath, sky Me, pets 753-8848, before 753-1300 or 489-2116 after
built-in stereo_ New quality 9Pn'i
7pm
carpet. Nice covered front
deck back deck 4 under- 1BR furnished apartment CREEKVIEW Self-storage
pinning included, extra nice &paid utilities. No pets. warehouses on Center
& deposit required. Drive behind Shoney's_
hone, F.(TWO.ink call Lease
Avalablli ALTOS!l's/. Nosii $20-140/mo 759--415tI
489-2022
downtown 436-2755
2br, 1 bath, central h/a,
NORTHWOOD Storage
$11,500. Must be moved! 1BR near MSU. appliances presently has units availfurnished. Coleman RE able Call 753-2905.
498-8624 ,
753-9898.
753-7536,
CLOSE-OUT sal* on all
2br apts. near down1994 models. Buy now and
370
$AVE BIG BUCKS. Quality town Murray. 753-4109.
Lffesiocii
built, energy efficient 1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
&'Supplies
homes Dinkins Mobile Olive Utilities furnished.
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East. Share kitchen living room 4YR old Bay Pony saddle,
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891. & bathroom facilities. Walk bridle & blanket included,
GATEWAY MOBILE to MSU Coleman RE $600 437-4838
HOMES, INC. DRAFFEN- 753-9898.
HAY for sale. Fescue &
VILLE V. BENTON, ,KY 2BR brick duplex, quiet Clover, $1.75 a bail or $2
502-527-1427. $500 area, shade, new patio, with storage. 436-2569.'
Down, any singlewide, new refrigerator. No pets.
TOP quality straw
$1,000 Down, any dou- $345/mo. 753-6931.
$2.25/bale, delivered.
blewide. Used 16' wides,
REDUCED $2,000_ Used 2BR, central h/a, stove, re- Evenings (502)328-8381.
14' wides at UNBELIEV- -kgerator, references, de7
380
ABLE PRICES.. LARGE posit. No pets. 492-8594.
Pets
SELECTION OF USED 3BR unfurnished apartSupplies
DOUBLEWIDES WITH ment, w/d hook-up, close to
PAYMENTS LESS THAN campus, nice & clean, 3YR old huana free
RENT.'
$300/mo. No pets.
MOBILE home & 2 lots for 753-7276.
sale in Keniana Lake Shore BRITTNEY RIDGE 4YR old male Lewellyn,
Subdivision, asking APARTMENTS. 5br, 2h
asking $200. 753-2309
$4,500. Call 446-5782 after baths, newly carpeted & leave message
5pm & on weekends.
painted, $640/mo. Contact
BLVE Healer puppies,
NORTHGATE MOBILE Century 21, Loretta Jobs $35/ea. 489-2968 alter
HOMES CLOSE OUT ON Realty, 753-1492.
6pm.
1994 DOUBLEWIDES. August 1st thru 8th $1,000 EXECUTIVE 2br, 2 bath. DOG Day Afternoon
down on doublewides. duplex with garage, 1405 759-1768
$500 down on singlewides. Michelle Dr, 1yr lease plus
FREE Chow Chow mix
28X70 Deluxe 3br 2 bath, deposit. No pets.
puppies. 436-5505 after
28X60 Deluxe 3br 2 bath, 759-4586 •
6pm.
28X56 Deluxe 3br 2 bath. FOR 3 people,
SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ partially furnished, avail- HAVE an obedient, safe
SAVE $ NORTHGATE able June 1st, $150/mo dog for show or home.
MOBILE HOMES,88 MAIN each. 753-9564.
Classes or private lessons.
ST, BENTON, KY.
Serving Murray for over
HILLDALE Apartments 12yrs. 436-2858.
502-527-1362.
under new management.
NOT A LOT OF CASH??? Come see the changes tak- LABRADOR puppies,
Check out our HUGE ing place. Now available AKC, yellow, male & feSELECTION of repos and 2br apartment, 24hr main- male, guaranteed hips. Papre-owned homes. As low tenance. Handicap acces- radise Kennels, 753-4106
as $500 down, with pay- sible. Of.fice hours
ments to tit your budget!!! 8am-4:30pm Mon-Fri. PEG'S Dog Grooming
Volunteer Homes. Inc. Hwy Equal Housing Opportun- 753-2915
79E,
Paris, • TN ity. TDD* 1-800-545-1833 WHITE AKC RO-LO Ger901-642-4466.
Ext. 287, 437-4113.
man Shepherd pups,
TRAILER & small cabin out KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- $150/ea. 502-928-4318
on 1346 down by Ledbetter land Wettly Village, lbr
400
Church. 753-1038.
apartment, utilities included,
rent
based
on
inWANT to take advantage of
Produce
low interest rates, but don't come.55 & older, handicap
have a lot of money for a big & disabled. Equal Housing FUTRELL FARMS: East of
downpayment? See Volun- Opportunity. Murray is open now. Corn,
Purple Hull Peas, green
teer Homes, Inc. for 5% 502-354-8888.
downpayment or land and LARGE 2br, gas heat, beans, tomatoes, are
-0- down. Low monthly pay- super low utilities, dose to ready. 753-8848.
ments. Starting at $150 per college, other tennents are
month Volunteer Homes, quiet professionals. Depo- SWEET corn for sale
Inc. Hwy, 79E, Paris, TN sit required. $395/mo. 753-4095
901-642-4466.
Available August lst.&
430
753-8828.
Real
280
LARGE & spacious lbr
Estate
Mobile
apartment for rent in quiet
Homes For Rent
older section of town. 2 LOTS for sale in Crappie
2BR trailer. No pets. $350/mo, all utilities in- Hallow, *632 & *633,
cluded. Ideal for one per- $600/ea or $1,000/both.
753-9866..
son Wanting lots of elbow 1-703-921-2849.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, room. Available August 1st.
5 ACRES 94W, 8 miles
electric or gas, Walking dis- Phone
753-1222 days, ask
tance to college. 753-5209. for Bill, 753-6620 evenings. 'from Murray, $10,000.
435-4374.
MUR-CAL Apartments now COMMERCIAL building for
300
accepting 7lications for sale: City's best location,
Business
1, 2 and
apartments. Court Square, Paris, TN.
Rentals _
-Phone, 75g4984. Equal Two story, 2500sq. ft. per
DOWNTOWN office space Housing Opportunity.
floor. 1-800-447-4889
available across from NEW 1&2br apts in Far- 9am-6pm,'leave message.
courthouse. $95/mo includ- mington. Starts at $310 w/
ing all utilities. 753-1266. water & garbage paid. HALEY Appraisal Service,
call
Bob
Haley
OFFICE space available. 4 Stove, refrig, w/d, dis- 502-489-2266.
hwasher
furni-shed.
rooms, with approx. 130sq
ft each ground level, near 345-2748 after 4pm, KOPPERUD -Realty has
buyers waiting topurchase
court-house, utilities in- 762-4483 days.
cluded, parking adj to build- NEW 2br, 1 bath duplex, homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellinging. Call 502-753-7921.
w/d hook-up, dish-washer, contact one of our courtePERFECT for office or re- carport & deck. University ous and profepional
tail business, high visibility Heights Subdivision. agents at 753-1222 or stop
on 121 Bypass. 753-2225 $400/mo. 753-8747 leave by office at 711 Main St.
message.
before 5pm.
FOR sale: new 2br, 1 bath
RETAIL or Office Space in NEW 2br duplex apart- duplex, w/d hook-up, dishS. Side Shopping Center. ments, gas heat, w/d hook- washer, carport & deck.
Up, appliances furnished, University Heights-Subdivi753-4509 or 753-6612.
no pets, available July 15th, sion. 753-8747 leave
$425/mo, 1yr lease, depo- message..
310
sit required. Call 753-4873
Want
afte.r 6:30pm, Allen NEW duplex for sale. CamTo ReM
bridge Estates. Gene
Properties.
Steely 753-6156.
MINIMUM 4br house for
family of 5 in Calloway Co. NOW taking applications
435
around $400/mo. Call col- for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
lect 716-795-3025.
Lake
Southside Manor, 906
Property
Broad St Extended, be120
tween 8am-12noon. No 12X60 traglar, carport w/
ApartMents
phone calls please. Equal lights, well,septic, outbuildFor Rent
ing, ready to move into
Housing Opportunity.
- 436-5648.
1 & 2BR ants,some utilities
paid. Close to university & ROOMMATE needed,
ASAP, 1 block from MSU, BLOOD River area, excelhospital 753-8756.
low rent. Please call Roth at lent view. qi lake, good fishing, shared dock, 3br, furn753-0655
ished, carpeted, air condiVERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- tion, large screened porch
plex, appliances furnished, Calt953-0628 or 753-9623.
central gas heat & air,
$475/mo. 1 mo. deposit, 1 JUST reduced & close to
yr. lease. No pets. Call the lake. 3br,2 bath,central
h/a, master suite has ia763-2905, 753-7536.
cuzzi & separate shower.
Priced al. $39,500. This
1.10
won't last long. Call KopHouses
perud Realty, 753-1222.,
For Real

CANCELLED.

COUNTRYSIDE
HOMES OFFERING

3BR brick with deck in nice
subdivision, references &
deposit required. Call
753-9559 or 753-1191.

$500 Down on New Singles
$1,000 Down on New Double
lo 01,t1111..,1

Valid only thru August 8th.

I.

1.1

5perImatt
Vet Itot

NOTICE

70
sh

it

Noble
Homo For kb

Benton (502) 527-3124
Paducah (502) 442-0404

' 38R brick 4 60198 from
town, appliances furnished,
2car garage,9500/mo rent
Deposit & lease required.
759-4864.
5BR, 2 bath, $400/mo,
must have references
474-8377 or 474-8222

28R on 5'. we with 2
out-buildings, new vinyl siding, fold-in windows, new
wet & sepec system, completely redecorated 2yrs
ago, gas heat, $36,000
489-2440
3BR, 1 bath, large LR,large
utility room &plumbing for
2nd bath. in Stella House
and lot $55,000 Additional
land available Partial financing availa.ble
753-3815 or 492-6127

1980 CUTLASS Supreme
good condition $750
759-4402
1976 FIAT X19 fair conbow been in garage storage past 6yrs 527 5746
1981 DODGE Omni 024
2dr, 4sp, 82 XXX miles
good mechanically, $600
Call 502 753 0774 after
7pm

1984 CHRYSLER Fifth Ay
enue auto power, 137K
3BR. 2 bath log house, 492-8594
water & sewer. $80.000 1984 CUTLASS loaded
_A02)522-8670 _
V-4, good condition
4 NEW 3br houses on city 492-6141 after 6pm
water & sewer Will con- 1985 Z-28 Camaro, good
sider trading for other prop- condition, 104.XXX miles
erty Priced in the $70'5 to $3,000 obo 489-2334
low $80's 753-3672 after
1986 BUICK LeSabre, 4d1
5Pn1
$3,000 489-2050 or
5 ROOM house near Parts 759-2583
Landing State), Park For
more
info
call '1986 T-BtRD loaded'
auto, WO Dr . 86 )(XX road
901-2324309
miles, $3,850 753-0988
BY OWNER_ 3br, 11i bath
brick ranch.. Eat-in kitchen;
formal dining room, living
room, family room with 11
bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi,
14x14tt storage bldg. Lot
75x150, adjacient lot available-Walk to banks & shopping. Priced to sell, mid
$70's. Call for appt.
753-4359.

•••-^ -..

"•-••••-tl-oa

-at

•

a

BY owner, 3br ranch with
1•4 baths Large fenced
back yard Located 1620
Kirkwood Dr. Call 759-4845
for further information
FOR sale by owner Nice
2br house with vinyl siding
in Southwest school dis,trict. LP gas furnace-With
tank. Large V% 'acre lot
with 1 .outbuilding, city water, '4 11111OS from town on
641 South. Call 492-8874
after 6pm or leave a
message
GREAT investment potential fixer-upper in nice area
of town. Priced in the $30's
Contact RE/MAX,
753-7653,
HOUSE 1.4 acres, new
paint, vinyl, carpet & central
h/a. Detached heated garage. 753-9652.

1991 CHEVY Corssica
black tinted windows
54 XXX miles $8,500
527-8167 leave message
1991 CHEVY Lumina Euro
71 XX-X miles clean
Phone 492-8807 after 1prn

REDUCED' Moving sale,
1987 mini van grxid condition $2600 Woo 1982 Nis
san Sentra $500 Call
753 8594 between
10arn-4prn

1985 INTERNATIONA,_
9670 350 Cummins 9sp
eyeryth.ng rebuilt ,n
last 50 XXX $12 900 'very
clean
EyenIngs
502)328 8381

Used
Trucks

0

1986 NISSAN pica
$2 500 Cali 753 1684 ar./4
4prn

1977 DODGE power wa
gon swb 4wd good condi
tion 435-4035

• 1964 Ford F-100 'Styloaside" shortbed
• 292 Cu- inch V-8 rebuilt by CunninghaM
Motors
•
Paint lob)
- yr. old -(Ford White;
• New exhaust System
• New rear end
• New clutch
• Alpine radio & speakers

1992 EAGLE Talon, 16V"
DOHC 4cyl 5sp loaded
excellent condition, .riewr
tires , 40 XXX miles,
$10000 obo 1 owner
502 753 8613 after
5 30pm
1993 MAXIMA GXE p s
pt a'c Electric windows,
seats & door locks Deluxe
Bose am4m stereo with cd
Sun-roof, black wgray
leather interior 753-9240
or 753 0148 after 5pm

Must See To Appreciate!

753-8760

Visa and Master Card

IDEAL for starter, retirement, or rental property.
2br house with large
extra lot, 5 minutes from
Murray near Duncan's
grocery, $29,900.
753-2339, 753-8767.

1
Dial
-A
-Service
.

• .

You Can Advertise Here For
%mop
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

-DIAL

NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft living, garage. Priced upper
$60's. 1405 N 16th. Call
489-2722.
NEW house for sale!
2000sq ft, great location,
3br,2 baths, great room,dr,
kitchen, utility room, walk in
closet. Has all city utilities,
county taxes & extras. Call
during daytime 753-7435,
evening 753-3966.
NICE 3br brick, good neighborhood, near shopping, 1
bath, carport, w/storage
area, $48,900. 516 Whitnell 753-6276.
'
RUSTIC RETREAT- awaits
you in this three bedroom,
two bath home with almost
new Gaspak, attached carport plus 30X40 metal
.building with two overhead
doors, water and electricity,
additional septic system &
well... all on 3 beautiful
acres in Southwest school
district. Priced at $74,900.
Ko-pperud
Realty
753-1222, ask for Frankie.
SPACIOUS 3br, 2- bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room, separate dining
room. Lots of extras, country club view.'.- Call for your
appointment
i
today.
753-29 , -753-7536.
t.
SPRI
Creek Oaks,
4000sq ft under roof, 3br,
2'4 bath, living room, dining room & den, ceramic/
wood floors, crown moldings, drynit exterior.
753-1890.

.

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING.

r 7 Days

1983 SUZUKI 850, new
tires, 4,XXX miles, very
good shape, $1,250 firm
753-5318.
1993 STREET legal dune
buggie, fully equipped for
the road, 1600 engine, 7
purple in color,$3,850 obo.
474-8216.

.41. *P. 40b

808 Coldwater Rd. - Murray, KY,
759-1835

' RON HALL

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
'
cl
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
- Central Heavv d Cooing Sery,ce & Instalatq:>r
Service
...-r
es "cincai
frill - :ge
tce„edGaasiMs:atclal3-r•

753-2962

Murray, KY

.

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
'

"Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding.
Doms

W -cows, Doo• 7 raC

W

%1„•r.ly

Commercial Waste .
...'Disposal
'd%it,/
4 All Types of Refuse Service

•••,`
211
eailisill.,,,,I
V g i i ' kt4
,, .

•,:

•

k 1 D - •.

:
'

The Look.
•Murray's Premier Styling SaiSne'
208 South 8th • Murray • 753-3191
Osmer, Stylol Tau Adana Ownet, Nall Ted..lan
ApimInp,Mnto Necessary—
Hours. 9-6 YuCiday-Saturdav
Before or After Hours Appts Available

Lyn Campbell

—so

'

1-800-585-6033.

New Wolff Tanning Bed ' 300 Minutes $25.00

MORSE
,,,,i Horseshoeing

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

BILL MORSE'
309 S. Main St.
DOW"' Spring, KY 42406

-.
.- 797-21308
.(.
56-1
02)

INISURANCE

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay. $696 on part A; $100 on Part B.
Call me for more information.
FREE I IELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8

a.m.-8 p.m.

'"29 Yoars at Same Location" __.....,‘
:
Vi.. QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES

„..1 New Tires • Struts • Alignments
1
• Brakes • Oil Changes & Lubes
• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair
/
•.
(502) 753-6779
408 N. 4th St. VISA MC
DISCOVER
Murray
ACCEPTED (502) 753-8346

.

World of Sound
33 Years In Business Let us save you money on your car and home stereos
"Caller'ID's" -Shop & Compare
222 So. 12th
MC/VISA
753-5865

Wilson Real Eistate

Poison . Control
.
753-7588

Now located on 121 South.
3 miles from Murray.
For all your real estate
needs including auction.

Call 753 5086
Cornmeicial

IDDLE
PLOVIIIING

Mayfield, KY
345-2790

KY

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

r. .

Installation
& Repair

zi-:•

d,
gs

”er NO':n

759-4685

'--\17-=

& T'o'es

'or m,.:i.1 8.,

Call Cs Anytime '

• ,1

(502) 4354699

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPL Y CO.

.

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

wet
Plunting
us& &
Service

...Seri
'
it'el/A ,S TEA'

Commercial Janitorial Services
*Resilient Roar Maintenance
*janitorial Services

Edward I. Riddle . Benton, KY
' lac No. 5844
1-800-599-2790
.

Purchase Area Communications
Div. of Phone Center of Murray
-•flesidentiaj
Commercial
-Caller I.D.
-Telephone Systems
•Phoni Jacks
•Intercom Systems
•Telephopes
-Paging Systems
Into On Hold • Voice Mail

Any Type

Fax Machines .
Communication

to Business

No job Is Too Big Or Too Small,

753-0342

Can Do It All
_

_
'

-.E.J 9,t;I:r1t;1111
-

MURRAY 753-9224

Stiptic Tank
Motorcycles

atiiim
. ort ritetric

Per Week

Residential
,170

- 753- 1916

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
.
_

LARGE older home for
sale. Plus 3br, 2 bath mobile home also. 759-4850,
753-81.01.
NEAT, well maintained 4br,
2 bath home located in
town. Priced at $117,500.
Call Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. MLS* 3000112.

753-1916

'Call Us Today!

HOUSE and acreage,
753-1300, leave message
9a1'n-6pm...489,-2116.
7pm-10pm.

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision. All city
Used
utilities, reduced. 753-4873 '
Cars
after 6pm.
,
1980 DATSUN 280ZX,
.
brown, auto, air, p/s, p/b,
CLASSIFIED pNr, tint, 117,XXX miles,
very clean car. 753-4882.

al•—••••

1987 TOYOTA FX16
hatchback red auto p s
prti á7c am tm cassette
66 XXX miles excellent
condition
$3 300
753 1941

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

af 00'"•• •-• -••• - •••

•
•

•••••••••••••••

•

•

*Carpet MainteMnce Pinworm
*Upholstered Furnitute

Call 1-800-524-7008
Al TREE SERVICE
l.lir,
ibit,

Rodney Adams
492-8737

.

A-1 STUMP REMOVAL
,
AND SPRAYING
Glen Joiner

436-2247

01
ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES • CALENDARS
CAPS • JACKETS • TRUCK siGht8

41;

JHC Advertiaing & Supply
Rt. 2 Box In .• Murray. KY 42071
(502)7564002 or(MO)JHC-AVA8(542-2027)
Holum Cain
James H. Cain
You /MI no is when you buy frees "Coin-

4

•
*•

„
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1988 EVIONCO II. black,
5sp pis p/b a/c, amilm
cassette $5,000 obo
492-6127
1989 JEEP Cherokee Pioneer 4X4 1 owner, $6,000
492 86f5
1 989 SILVERADO Chew'Net truck loaded, excelent condition 759-4874
'991 MAZDA 82600 I. extra,. cab gray, tinted windows bed liner. 5sp,
58 XXX miles. $7.800 OW
.'53 9666
'994 CHEVY S 10 LS. ex.enbed cab 6cyt..:4 3 liter
ngine
raspberry.
i,15 000 very sharp'
474 8104 after 5 30pm
PORTABLE saw mill M
uactor....hevy 2 ton dump truck
1972 Chevy pick-up body
1966 Ford pick.up,
i..200 436 2619

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591

LEES'S CARPET CLEANING. For all carpets and
upholstery Free estimates
Call 753-5827

BUSHHOGGING tree est
mates, minimum tee Call
753 1684 after 4pm

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

CARPET binding 6 tong
ing Enger Custom Design
Carpets, 753-7614 Dave 8
Lissa Godar owners

LIGHT hauling tree trimming 8 removal Call
753-2320 ask for Don
MORTONS Lawn Service
Free estimates 753-7252
759-4679

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

MULCH delivered MurrlY
436-5560
PAINTING interior & Ø'Ieor All types of home repair
Free estimates Call
436-5032 anytime

CARROLL'S custom garden tilling, bushhogging
box grader, blade work
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502-4928622

PEIFER Masonry, brick
block, stone No lob too
small 502-365-3675

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

COMPUTER SERVICE &
TRAINING 502-753-7001
Campers
'991 30FT Coachman
._arnper excellent condition $10,500 Will consider
camper trade Call
-53 0814

COOPER Lawn Service
New & existing
Call
502-435-4588
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

a

MONDAY, AUGUST 1, 1994

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial Serval' Gutter Co
753 6433
SHE ETROC K finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

Rumfelt retires
after 29 years
Recently honored at a retirement
reception at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital was Sally Rumfelt
Sally served 29 years as a nursing
assistant on second floor.
"I worked on 2-North for 1 I years
and worked in the sub-intensive
care unit back in the 1970's, but my
main area of work has been the
medical-surgical area on second
floOr," said Rumfelt.
"There were 50 beds on second
- floor when I started workingjri the
'60'S," sht 'noted. "Staffing has
changed a lot and requires nurses to
be really versatile and work in
different areas."
Administrator Stuart Poston, on
behalf of the hospital, presented
Rumfelt a Howard Worthington
mantel clock as a retirement gift.
She also received gifts from coworkers, a flower arrangement and
the traditional blue, gold and white
retirement cake adorned with the
MCCH logo.
"Sally is a quiet person who took
her job seriously and is a wonderful
nurse," P
fr
qston commented. "We
will miss er, and we wish her the
best."
Sally's co-workers said the sure
sign that Sally was at work was her
sweater hanging oa.the.rail by the
nurses station.
"MCCH is a great place to work,
and I've enjoyed my time here,"
Rumfelt said. "Thanks to all of you
for your friendship."
Sally and her husand, Ray, have
eight grandchildren. Their children
are : James Rowlette, 38 of Montgomery County, Tenn.; Jan Quinn,
37, of Hopkinsville and Jody
Bishop, 35, of Murray who is a
nursing assistant at MCCH. Sally
also has a step-claugther, Sherry
Baxter, who lives in Australia. Sally
and Ray reside on Elm Street in
Murray.
-•

ALLISON MILLIKANiLeciger 8 Times photo

OVER THE TOP: Krista Lovett of.Alarshall County reaches the top of the 35-foot repelling wall located at
the Woodman of the World Camp on U.S. 641 North. The tower is the tallest of its kind in the Jackson
Purchase area.

Mals nursing department receives grant

Murray State University Desearches," Hobbs said.
said. A total of more than $19
partment of Nursing has recently
The Murray State nursing por- million in requests from 248 departSUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
been awarded a.535,000 Helene
gram was one of 146 programs to ments of nursing were considered in
14FT POLAR CRAFT VRemoval Insured with full
Fuld
Health Trust grant, funded by
receive grants nationally, Hobbs the selection process,
line
Pottom with 5hp motor,
of equipment Free estrailer, trolling motor, high
the Marine Midland Bank, Along
timates Day or night.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
seats rod holders $675
753-5484
with the $35,000,the MSU-college
backhoe
work,
sysseptic
753-09'88
of Science has matched $10,000 to
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, THE Gutter Co Seamless
1988 CREST Ill pontoon, Horace Sholar.
the award.
aluminum gutters, variety
•eal good condition Call
of colors Licensed, inAccording to Dr. Marcia Hobbs,
DRYWALL, finishing,' re753-6080 after 5pm
sured Estimate available
chair of the nursing departMent, the
pairs, additions and blow759 4690
1989 16FT AlumaKraft Jon ing ceilings 753-4761
grant will be used to develop a
Joat, 25hp Johnson, new
VCR REPAIR . Wood VCR
computer lab for nursing students in
GERALD
WALTERS
-oot controlled trolling moService Center, cleaningeven though they were missing the
Mason Hall. Cheryl Jaekson and North dealer.
'or, new battery 8 all acces- Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- servicing $15. most repairs
North-South vulnerable.
A-K-x of trumps! Not only that, but
ing
Free estirriares 18
Sharon
Myatt,
both
of
the
nursing
,..ories Nice, $1,950 Evenyears experience Local re- $35 Free estimates Route
NORTH
three
declarers made the slam!
department,
submitted
the
igs (502)328-8381
grant to
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
ferences 753-2592
+ 109875
The deal must surely rank-as one
benefit
undergraduate
and
Mon.-Fri
graduate
753-0530.
USED boats, motors, trailV—
of the most striking examples of
HADAWAY Construction.
students.
ers & salvage parts for sale '
WINDOW & patio door•
Q 94
total ineptitude among top-ranking
Remodeling,
vinyl
siding,
Hobbs
anticipates
Boat & motor repair All
the
computer
glass
replacement
vinyl replacement win411AJ 843
players ever witnessed in the long
work & parts guaranteed
lab will increase computer usage
753-2330
WEST
history of the game.
EAST
Wayne Darnell Marine Re- dows. vinyl flooring.
among
nursing
students
and
help
436-2052
*K 4
.4A
JIM'S Garden Service.
pair, Hwy 121 S
At one table,the bidding went as
them prepare for state licensure
502-436-5464
A 1096 3
V 7 54
HANDYMAN for hire Roof- Gardens- breaking, disshown. In all fairness, it must be
exams which are now taken on +865
ing, house repair & yards king, tilling. Lawns- seeding .
* J 10 7 3
said that'South's six spade bid in
computers. "The availability of the +1075
& fertilizing new or existing.
538
mowed 474-2037
+KQ962 this sequence was _reasonably acBlade work & bush-.
computer lab will bring about more
. Services
SOUTH
ceptable. From his view, it seemed
KITCHEN CABINET RE- hogging. Reasonable
Offered
of
a familiarity with computer
•Q J 632
likely that North had either the ace
FACING Make your old rates. 753-3413.
skills," Hobbs said.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Al. new again with Formica All
KQJ 82
or king ofspades(possibly both)and
Hauling, moving, clean-up. colors, free estimates '
The computer lab will also prom•A K 2
either the ace of hearts or a void in
odd lobs tree trimming, Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
ote development in interactive comhearts.
tree removal yard mowing, KY 436-5560
puter programs utilized for the R.N. The bidding: '
West doubled and led the ace of
mulch hauling Clean up
South West
to B.S.N. students to provide clini- North East
hearts. Declarer ruffed in dummy,
-.heet rock 8 other building
Pass
1
Pass
cal competency challenges, Hobbs Pass
played a diamond to the ace, and
materials Free estimates
Pass
5
Pass
returned the queen-of spades. West,
said."Asidefrom these benefits,the 4*
-Tim Lamb 4368744
/Attention
Pass
6+
Dble
afraid that declarer had the A-Q-Jlab will provide undergraduate and 5 V
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A tree
x-x of spades and was trying to put
graduate students more access to Opening lead — ace of hearts.
'rimming, hedge trimming,
Classified Advertisers!
This extraordinary deal oc- something over on him, played the
nuich frauling, light hauling
on-line
nursing
and
health
curred in the final round of the king of spades on the queen and
.• odd lobs Paul 436-2102
Mid-A-Service is a handy clipReisinger team-of-four national South wound up making the doubled
out section running each Mon1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1
championship
played in New Or- slam.
day
in
the
classifieds.
You
get
a
Hauling, tree trimming, tree
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
leans in 1975. The 100 teams who
Two other declarers made the
iernoval, 8 cleaning. out
at $10.00, for
entered the event had been reduced slam on a similar line of play — one
'iheds, attics, odd jobs, &
SALLY RUMFELT
to 11 by the time the final round was of-them was doubled and the other
will haul 8 spread mulch
Free estimates 436-5744
reached.
waa not — but the other seven deLuke Lamb
every
one
At
tables
of
ten
clarers
quietly went down one in six
the
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
HOROSCOPES
where the hand was played, the spades. They had all bitten off more.
, 1111 ALL around mowing.
Stop by our 'office today or dial 753-1916
North-South pair got to six spades than they could chew!
trimming, tree removal Joe
TUESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1994
•
436-2867
Tomorrow: Measures and countermeasures.
(For your personalized daily Jearie Dixon horoscope. based on your own

coNTRAcelicE
Famous Hand

CMSSIFIED

SUBSCRIBE

•

1 1 1 A all around mowing,
trimming. hauling Mark
436 2528

2 ALL round custom tree
fnmrners, hedges, removal,
ight ,hauling etc 4yrs ex,.eriende, free estimates
'1362102 ask for Mathew.

Right Angle •
Construction
Custom Counters
Cabinet Installation
Remodeling
Call 24 Hrs
Steve
Danny
753-3873_ 759-9633
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal. mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
Al Carpentry work New
construction, remodeling,
porches, decks Also I•ouse
plans drawn No Job too
small Call J&C. Construction 436-5398
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas installer Phone 435-4699

•••

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 rriajoe
manufacturers All wail
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

474-8267

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.
WOOD WORKS
753-2378

/"S"
382-2306

10

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC. Inc.
Central•Heating S Cooling Service S Installation
Electrical Service S Installation
bcensecl Gas Merchant
1).11

111
Murray, KY

11.
a
III
Wu I i.riKersrd Poop.;rS

(502) 435-4699

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling. foundations,
etc 759 4664

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

BACKHOE Service, cornplete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

AN Types Cl:
Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
436,5832

• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
WO Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Mood)

753-5940

date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
_NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Say "goodbye- to negative people
and thoughts. Rethinking a business
plan will allow you to improve your
financial position. Those who
express reluctance to support a new
approach may be motivated by jealousy,. Let common sense dictate
your financial choices. Pie-in-thesky investment proposals
not
w•ork.ouL•Early 1995 finds you
ready to make big changes. Experiment with a different lifestyle.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Carroll O'Connor, author James Baldwin, figure
skater Linda Eratianne. track star
Mars Decker Slanev.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19):
.Not a good day to put pressure on
troubled neighbors or family members. Your loyalty to an employer or
client brings rich rewards. Follow
doctor's orders and health worries
will fade. Encourage youngsters to
exercise.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
You get what you need: a loan or
credit. Other people look to you for
ads ice. A consistently top-notch
performance is the key to career
progress. Command top dollar for
your efforts.
.•
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): It is
possible to combine business with
pleasure today! Take a loved one
along on a" trip if you can.
Vengeance will get you nothing but
trouble. Mate shows a new level of
caring.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A
proposal gets qualified approval.
Move ahead with your plans. Your
appearance affects sour chances for
a job or so.:ial acceptance. Dress up!
• 'A special relationship with a parent
or Child grows stronger and happier.
LEO (July 23--Aug. 221: You
could find yourself at a crossroads
today. Follow your instincts instead
of y ielding to peer pressure and
es erything will turn out great! A
romantic interlude brings back

happy memories. Speak from the
heart.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Wonderful things happen when you
have a positive attitude. Concentrate
on the future, not the past! A recurring problem will soon be solved
Once and for all. Get together with
old friends tonight.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Cooperation is the name,of the game
now. Hide your contempt for someone. You can be a hero if you play
your cards wisely.. Deal honestly
with any parent-child problems. Forgive a mistake.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
An associate has the skills and
financial resources that could do
wonders fora partnership. Travel
looks very profitable. Despite problems at home, a friend is willing to
help you at work. Be appreciative.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-DeL.
21): Something has got you really
steamed. Get your feelings out in the
open before you explode! Events at
a distance could affect a money situation. Check out what looks to be a
sure thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: A new alliance enjoys highly
favorable inffuences: a long-cherished dream is coming true. Pick an
out-of-the-ordinary restaurant for a
celebratory lunch or.dinner. An
imaginative touch will make a party
memorable.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
The emphasis now is on sharpening
your communication skills. A business plan may contain certain flaws.
Double-check information provided
by outsiders. Tactfully informing
other people where you stand will
prevent an embarrassing situation.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Extra work may be heaped onto
youraeapable shoulders. Putting in
overtime will have its rewards. A
loag..talk gives you and an ally an
opportunity to do some long-term
planning. Guard secrets.

LOOSE BRUCE HOTDOG CABOOSE
L-66mas New Permanent Location
North 12th • Boone's Laundry

joome 134.-4
KIT DOG

Tues.-Fri. serving 10a-2:30p
(CABOOSE SPECIAL)
•Buy 2 Hot Dogs & Receive
a Free Drink
OR

CABOOSE

25° Off on Polish Sausage
Coupon must accompany

order Expires 8/31/94
MMMMMM 011.40•MMIMIDGED

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
600 Main St

753-0489

MAGIC NEEDLE Time
- 15 Years Experience + Only

kcensed tattoo
artist in Calloway Co.

+ Cover-up specialist
+ No drugs or alcohol

+ Sterile methods •

+ Must be at least
18 years old

+ Over 29 bright colors
.Many designs to choose

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For lour Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday

TODAY'S CHILDREN are honest and direct. committed to answering
questions ill a straight-forward manner. A love for history and tradition will
des clop at an early age. Count on them to treasure any family heirlooms and
listen to tales of the past with rapt attention. A comfortable and beautifully
decorated home may,be very important to these luxury-loving Leos. If so.
they cheerfully will work long hours to pay for-it.

Ship Weekly & Sate
111•1/ 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

a.m.-7
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

'By The 'Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 1, the 213th day of 1994. There are 152
days left in the year.
.
- Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Aug. I, 1944, an uprising broke out in Warsaw,
Poland, against the Nazi occupation. The revolt that lasted two.months
before collapsing.
On this date:
In 1291, the Swiss Confederation was formed.
In 1790, the first U.S. census was completed, showing a population
of nearly 4 million -people.
In 1873, inventor Andrew.S. Hallidie successfully tested a cable'car
he had designed for the city of San Francisco.
_ In 18,76._ colgrado was _admitted as the 38th state.
In 1957, the United States and Canada reached agreement to create
the .North American Air •Defense Command.
In 1966, Charles Joseph Whitman, 25, shot and killed 15 people at
the University of Texas before he was gunned down by police.
In 1975, a 35-nation summit in Helsinki, Finland, concluded with
thesighing of an accord dealing with European security, human rights
and East-West contact?.
- In 1981; the rock music video channel MTV made its debut,
Ten years ago: Romania won the gold medal in womeri› team gymnastics at the Los Angeles Olympics. The U.S. won the silver medal
with the help of perfect routines by Julianne McNamara on the uneven
parallel bars and Mary X..ou Retton on the vault.
Five years ago: The -Revolutionary Justice Organization, a proIranian group in Lebanon which had threatened to kill American hostage Joseph Cicippio; extended its deadline a day after another group
released a videotape showing a body'said to be that of hostage William R. Higgins.
One year ago: St. Louis found itself besieged by the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers, which had swelled to record levels after months of
flooding in nine Midwestern 'states. s
Today's Birthdays: Actor Arthur Hill is 72. Actor-director Geoffrey
Holder is '64. Composer-lyricist Liorfel---Bart is 64. Actor-comedian
Dom Deluise is 61. Fashion designer Yves Saint Laurent is 58. Sen.
Alionse d'Amato, R-N.Y., is 57. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown is
53. Rock musician Jerry Garcia is 52. Actor Giancarlo Giannini is 52.
Actress Tempestt Bledsoe is 21.
Thought for Today: "Middle age snuffs out more talent than ever
wars or sudden deaths do." — Richard, Hughes, Welsh author and
dramatist (1900-1%76).
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Ten years ago
Dr. Cathy L. Cole will become
assistant to Dr. Kala M. Suoup,
pre,sident of Murray State University, today.
Five local youngsters attended
The Salvation Army Camp at
Paradise Valley for the past
week, July 26-31. They were
sponsored by the Murray Unit of
The Salvation Army.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs..Danny G.--Hart, June -30;
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Dallas Evans, July 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Paul
Pierce will be married for 50
years on Aug_. I _

Members of Blood Rivekr Bass
Masters entertained with a fah
fry 'on July 20 for MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens
at the Ellis Community_ Center.

Thirty years ago
forty years ago
John Edd Johnson has been
Mrs. Clarence Compton, 40,
presented with a certificate of
died from injuries sustained in an
metuberAhip in the American
automobile accident on Highway
Tre.e Farm System.
94 East on July 31.
The First Field Day of KenJohn Mikulcik, agronomist of
Agriculture Department of Mur- tucky Lake Aberdeen Angus
Breeders -Association was held
ray State College, spoke at a
July 31 on the farm of A.F.
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
Doran and Sons on Highway 94
at Southside Restaurant.
West.
Phil Lavensier, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Art Lavender of Hazel, has
William D. Medearis, minister,
been selected as the recipient of
and Josiah Darnall, song leader,
the preacher _ scholarship -fend
of Seventh and Poplar- Church of
Christ will. be conducting a gosinaugurated by Churches of
.pel meeting at Pleasant Valley
Christ in Calloway County.
Church of Christ this week.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald D. Urton,
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girt to Mr.
July 20.
Open house will be Aug. 2 at - and .Mrs. Eugene Peal, a girl to
the new parsonage of First - Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Hill, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cunningham
Methodist Church at 300 North
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
10th St., Murray, by the Rev. and
Mrs. Lloyd Ramer.
Richard Norsworthy.

Twenty years ago
Sarah Sinclair, local artist, hats
an exhibition of her paintings at
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The exhibit will run through Aug.
6.
David Butler, youth pastor at
Ninth and 0 Baptist Church,

Louisville, is speaker at a revival
Baptist

services at Northside
Church, Murray.

Mrs. Lydia Cain was honored
at a party in celebration of her
901.11 birthday -on July 11- at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Reva
Riley.
Kathleen Madrey and Donald
Fisher were married June 29 in

the-garden of Oakhurst at Murray
State University.
Ernest Kelso was honored at a
dinner in celebration of his 80th
birthday on July 23 at the home
of Mr. and Mrs Glen Kelso.

lady friend is 51. We have been
going together for eight months,
during which time neither one of us
has dated anyone else.
Last month I moved in with her.
We agreed to live together for a
year to find out if we were compatible. I gave her a pre-engagement
ring to signify our commitment to
each other, and she gladly accepted
it. We share equally in the expenses
of living together.
Now for the problem: She refuses
to change the message on her
answering machine, which is: "Hi,
this is Marilyn I not_ her real name).
I can't come to the phone right now,
but please leave your name and

engagement ring for a wedding

telephone number. I will get back to
, •
you as soon as possible."
Abby, there is no mention of me
whatsoever. I told her this was

ring, your lady friend will
change the message on her
answering machine.
In the meantime, get your
own telephone number and
answering machine.

belittling to me in case my friends
or famify calf.- She keeps saying she
will change it, but so far she has
made no effort do so.
Your comments and advice',
please.
MR NOBODY IN NEVADA

* *

CS

DEAR ABBY: While the British
have-long recognized short pants
with knee-high socks as proper
tropical unitOrm for dress occasions.
and the U.S. Postal Service and others now ,follow this sensible lead, is
it not time for Brooks Brothers.

DEAR MR. NOBODY: Your
lady friend is obviously hesitant
to indicate that you are a "couple" until she is sure you are.
Be patient, give her a little
more time, and when you're
ready to exchange the pre-

Haspel, etc., to_prorriote
a three,piece su/rnmer suit: light-

THE FAR SIDE

_ By GARY LARSON

DEAR J.F.: It's all right with
me — my husband's legs are better looking than mine — but not
all men are that lucky. Then,
too, hairy male legs could be 'a
tumQff to others while dining.
I'm for recommending that
men keep their pants on.
-

4

CALVIN and HOBBES
120113134G,

GREAT MURDER CLOUDS
PILE NIG-I KT011-kE

to put
the
and
•ubled

WASHINGTON, D.C.

DEAR ABBY: Thank you, thank
you, for that beautiful "message"
about our flag, which you publishedon the Fourth of July. Sadly, it was
the only reference to the flag in the
newspaper that day — oh, excuse'
me, there was one other mention of
the flag. It concerned the fact that a
resident of San Rafael, Calif., was
lined $50 for:having flown a flag
over his rented -condominium. He
receiiied a note from the managerasking him, "Please be considerate
of .;our neighbors and .protect•the
value of your home by keeping your
flag in the box"!
FLAG-WAVER IN
'BAINBRIDGE,GA.

HER HAIR WAS OKAY AND
SHE HAD A NICE SMILE,
our SHE WAS ABOUTFOuR
POUNDS OVERWEIGHT

YOU SHOULD HAVE SEEN
ALEXANCIER JUST NOW!
WHEN YOU WERE YOUNG
TI.JAT'S 'THE WAY YOU WERE

t4i1=14- t.

weight jacket with matching
Bermuda shorts and trousers'?
Men could then consider temperature and comfort in choosing
Bermudas with knee socks, or
trousers and ankle socks, to wear
with or without matching jacket.
What hotel or restaurant would
not consider as appropriate men so
attired for hot summer days?
J.F. O'DONNELL,

* * *

BLONDIE
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DEAR ABBY..
DEAR ABBY: I am 54 and my

DAILY COMICS
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RAY LEDGER & TIMES

SVDDEINII:4 TARES a BurtoING
,CLASN Of LIGHT"' ITS CALVIN
)-ME.Ltt4ThIh&BOLT"

11,
1 k CR/NCI-ION OF A SECOND,
NE WIN% Sao% smtu..
-5!
IN A. MILLION PlECV

I KNOW IT'S RAMAING OUT, B
PLAN A 130kRD GAME OR
SOMETNING

DR. G077
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

le the
— one
other
m dein six
*more

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with oral cancer and have
undergone surgery eight times on-my
tongue. What information can you
share on squamous cell carcinoma?
DEAR READER: Squamous cell
carcinoma is a type of malignancy
arising from the cells of the skin and
the lining of body cavities. Like any
cancer, it will spread uncontrollably
unless treated. Symptoms depend on
the.site of the tumor, as well as the

•+•••••

"I'm leaving you, Mitchell. You've never
had tunnel vision; you never will."
CATHY
I CAN'T TAKE YOU ON MY TRH::
BWT THE TERRAIN WILL BE
ELECTRA, BECAUSE WERE
, Ilitibelt-AND STEEP... WELL,I
GOING TO BE OUTDOORS THE
KNOW YOUR ANCESTORS
WHOLE TIME... WELL, I KNOW
WERE ROCK CLIMBERS...
YOU ,LOVE THE OUTDOORS...

on

I CAN'T DO
BUT THERE WILL. BE TCO,MAN4
IT, MOM
WILD ANIMALS... WELL I
KNOW YOU'RE AN ANIMAL, BUT.. YOU EXPLAIN
IT TO HER.

4

SEE

CROSSWORDS

0
0

ACROSS

0

0

ye

0
0

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
YcU'RE LAVING ME:OFF? IWHFIT ABC0rTHE SHOWS I
1300140D ANairetntrycv

• time:R),EL.CUR
aUGGET MS BEEN

cur
IN FALF WE HAVE
To DISCD1411NUE

_PoNT KNOX, WHV
0410
1•1t
UALL IT"-THE ,
HANDSHAKE'
• • • IT FEELS MORE
LEPD.

CAMPIlitAN,ANDTHE FILM

14nveLFESTIVAL'?
SHED/ElHEM.

whirlwind
42 "— Gantry" 44 Woman's
name
45 Gravel ndge
47 Daub •
49 Scottish cap
50 Sicilian
volcano
52 Made a
mistake
54 Concerning
55 Tremble
57 Group of nine
59 Snoops
60 Cook in oven

1 Celebrations
6 Biological
category
11 Holy place
12 Beat 14 Gung —
15 A. E, 1,0 or U
17 Competent
18 Sea bird
20 Hot wine dnnk
22 Eggs
23 Really map
25 Coins
27 Actor —
Asner
28 Literary
composition
30 Scatters ,
32 Colors
34 Thyme or
tarragon
35 Comedian
Charlie —
38 Capital of
Morocco
41 Violent

0

MOST OF_ OuR
FROGRPt/IS.

DOWN
1 Evil spirits
2 Letter before
ess
3 Actress --Ullmann
4 Soon
5 Used a
needle
6'Bound along
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triumphantly
7 — route
8 TV's Peeples
9 Center of
shield
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PEANUTS
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IF I WRITE A LOVE NOTE TO THAT LITTLE
RED-HAIRED GIRL, WILL YOU DILIVER IT FOR ME?

IF I 6ET CAPTURED, PO
I HAVE TO SWALLOW IT?

ii

Will
il

il
il

IS

10 Soothed with
ointment
11 Form
13 Conducts
16 Protection
(var.)
19 Buckwheat ,
21 More
withered
and dry
24 Brownish
gray
26 Ice mass
29 ShoUts
31 Head of a
monastery
33 Stews
35 Made pigeon
noises
36 Actor
Charlton —
37 — -do-well
39 Mountain in
Turkey
40 Domesticated
43 More
uncommon -,
46. Opposite of
ecto
48 City.in,
Nevada
51 Paid notices
53 Genetic
material
(abbr )
56 Engineer's
degree
(abbr )
58 Is (Sp.)
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extent of the metastases (spread) at
the time of diagnosis.
For example, squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity is usually diagnosed earlier (because it can be seen
and.felt) than a similar tumor in the
lung, which may not be recognized
until it has grown large enough (or
spread) to cause cough. blood-tinged
sputum, weight loss, and a shadow on
the chest X-ray.
The treatment for a malignancy
depends largely on its size and location: surgery. radiation, chemotherapy, or a combination of these methods-are usually employed, with varying
results.
With respect to your specific case. I
suggest that you discuss your condition and prognosis with your oral surgeon (or an oncologist). who is the
person most familiar with your particular tumor.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
the cause and symptoms.ofxadiation
pneumonia
DEAR READER: Radiation does
not cause pneumonia, a lung infection: it causes pneumonitis, lung
inflammation. This distinction is
important because pneumonia, being
an infection, is usually cured by
antibiotics, whereas pneumonitis is
ordinarily helped by cortisone drugs
Large doses of radiation, such as
those required to treat cancer, produce inflamed tissues, much the same
way that strong sunlight causes sunburn The X-ray therapy may lead to
pneumonitis, cough. excess mucus
secretion, short windedness, and
shadows on the chest X-ray — in
short, all the symptoms and signs of
pneumonia. without microorganisms
being present.
Untreated radiation pneUrnonitis
often progresses to pulmonary fibrosis, permanent and severe scarring of

the lungs. Because steroid drugs
reduce inflammation, they are often
useful in alleviating the pulmonary
changes of pneumonitis.
Exetssive doses of whole-body radiation of the type that follows nuclear
disasters. such as the Chernobyl incident, cause eventual death because
tit& tissues, notably the bone mar:
row, are damaged, leading to diseases
such as leukemia.
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Health Matters
4a3t

r. Randal K. Hughes, ophthalmologist,
has joined the medical.staff at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Dr. Hughes practice, in association with Hart
•
OphthalmolOgy Associates, started Friday, July 1. He
joins Drs. William Han and James Hart, Jr.
The doctors of Hart Ophthalmology are pleased to
have a colleague with such high qualifications and
excellent credentials join them in providing
ophthalmologic services to the area.
A native of Evansville, Ind., Dr. Hughes earned his
undergraduate degree in 1986 from Univitsity of
.Southern Indiana and his medical degree in 1990 from
Indiana University Medical School.
His internship was served at Methodist Hospital of
Indiana from 1990 to 1991, while his residency was
served at Indiana University Medical Center from 1991
to 1994.
Although Dr. Hughes is originally from Evansville,
he has ties to the Western Kentucky area,.He and his
wife Lynda, along with their 2-year-old son, Alex, enjoy
visiting his parents who now live on the farmn in Trigg
County his grandparents lived on when he was a boy.
"I'm very excited to be apart of a practice with
such distinguished professionals such as the Harts. My
family and I are also looking forWard to becoming a part
of the Murray," Dr. Hughes said.

Dr. Randal K. Hughes
Ophthalmology
Hart Ophthalmology Associates
Suite 284W, Medical Arts Building
300South 8th Street
Murray, KY42071
502-753-3131
1-800-221-7892

r. Michael Adams,family practitioner,
has joined the medical staff at Murray-Calloway County- Hospital. Dr. Adams' practice is in association with
Primary Care Medical Center and is now taking
appointments.
A native of Henderson County,Tr. Adams earned
his undergraduate degree in 1986 from the University of
Kentucky and his medical degree in 1991 from
University of Kentucky Medical School.
He received an academic excellence scholarship
and the prestigious Cooper Medical Student Award in
medical school:This award is-given annually to the
outstanding senior medical student whciexhibits
excellence in establishing and maintaining excellent
patient/physician relationships.
He also completed his internship and residerley
from 1991-1994 at St. Elizabeth Medea!Center in
Edgewood, Ky.
Dr. Adams and his wife, Marsha Renee, have two
sons; Taft, who is six-years-old and Grant, who is
three-years-old. Mrs. Adams is a physician assistant
and is the president-elect of the Kentucky Physicians
Assistant Association.
With the addition of Dr. Adams,the Primary Care
Medical Center will be extending their hours to better ••,
serve the Murray-Calloway County area Starting Aug. •
1,they will be open Monday through Friday from 8
a.m.- 8o.m. and Saturday frorn 9 a.m.-12 noon.

Dr. Michael Adams
Family Practice
Primary Care Medical Care
_
Suite 480W, Medical Arts Building
300South 8th Street
Murray, KY42071
502-759-9200
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1-800-932-2122
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WeLendSupport
Alzheimer's Disease infonnation
Education Meeting
Tuesday, August9
SupportGroup Meeting
Tuesday, August23

•

o

Hospital Board Room
For information about Atzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale, (502)
762-1100 ar Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561.
Shared Car, Adut DayCare wil sitwith Alzheimer
victims while caregivers attend this meeting.
Call Susan Plunket LPN at (502) 762-0576.

CancerSupportGroup

0.1

Education Meeting
Tuesday,August2
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, August 16
HospitalPrivateDining Room
3 p.m.
Contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director
and Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Speciaist
(502):762-1100 ask operator to page.

CardiacSupportGroup
Tuesday, August9
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m.
Contact Shiley Lamb Lynch,(502) 762-1170.

tt

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks,
pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all of its stops during
the month of August.
Under most circumstances"
cholesteroland triglyceride levels
should be checked every five years.
Only patrons who presenta written
prescription from their physician will
be screbned more often.
The cholesterol(HDLADL)and
triglyceride screening requires a
foodfast(water only)for 14 hours
The charge is $15.
- A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4. This screening detects blood in
the stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician.

Stioke SupportGroup
Friday, August 19
2:00 p.m.
HospitalPrivateDining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, or Dkie Hopkins,
speech pathologist (502) 762-1100.

LaryngectomeeSupportGroup
Friday, August12
2:00 p.m.
HospitalPrivateDining Room
Contact Mn In9e, RN, or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist, (502) 762-1100.

Parkinson's SupportGroup

•

Friday, August 26
2:00 p.m.
Hospital PrivateDining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or
• Ann Ingle, RN,at(502)762-1100. -

Compassionate Friends
Thursday, August25
7:30p.m.
HospitalBoard Room
Contact Nancy Rose, R.N.(502) 762-1389
or Hilda Bennett (901) 498-8324

BereavementSupportGroup
Education Meeting
Tuesday, August 2
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, August 16
4:30-5:30 p.m.
• Education Unit,Classroorn2,Thkd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Ditector,
(502) 762-1389.

Tuesday,August2
• Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9-11:30 a.m.
• Hardin
Library
1-3 p.m.
Wednesday,August3
• Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.

Thursday,A ugust18
• Bumpus Mills
Farmer & Merchants' Bank
9-11 a.m.

Thursday,A ugust4
• Buchanan,TN
Post Office
9-11:30 a.m.

• Dover
Uncle Joe's Store
12:30-2:30

• New Concord Bob's Corner
1-3 p.m.
Monday,August8
• Stella
Gosheri Methodist Church
8:30-10;30 a.m.
• Kirksey
.
United Methodist Church
12:00-2 p.m.
Wednesday,August10
• Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday,August11
• Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11:30 a.m.& 12:30-3 p.m.
Tuesday,August16
• Wingo
Town Square
9-11:30 a.m.
• Sedalia
Baptist Church
1-3 p.m.

Tuesday,August23
• Murray
Calloway Co. Public Library
9-11:30 a.m.& 1230-3 p.m.
Wednesday,August24
• Murray
Olympic Plaza
8:30-11:00 a.m.
Thursday,August25
• Dresden
CourtSquare
9-11 a.m.
• Palmersville
- Branch of Weakley Co. Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Monday,August29
• Camden, TN
Wal-Mart
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday,August30
• Draffenville
Ponderosa
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.

Wednesday,August17
Wednesday,At4ust31
• Murray
• Murray
CourtSquare
Post Office
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.

Community events

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes
listed below. Pre-registration is requiredfor all classes and
fees may be paid at thefirst class.
These classes are part ofa.giftpackage valued at over
$200 which is given to Miracle MomentsPrepaymentPlan
participants.
Ifyou would like to receive this-valuable gift package and
become a prepaymentparticipant, stop by the hospital
admitting officefor complete details about the program.
If you are not a Miracle MomentsPrepayment
participant, you are still welcome to attend the classes
at thefees listed.

Forclass information and pre-registration,
call the Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.
Pre-registerfor:
•Prepared Childbirth Class
Option 1: Mon., Aug. 1,8, 15,22,29(7-9 p.m.)
Option 2: Wed., Aug. 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 (7-9p.m.)
Option 3: Thurs., Aug. 4, 11, 18,25 Sept. 1 (7-9 p.m.)
HospitalEducation Unit

•Sibling Class:Saturday,Aug.20,10-11 a.m.
•Refresher 1: Mon., Aug.8&/5, 7-9 pm
•Refresher II: Wed., Aug 10& 17, 7-9 pm
•Refresher 111: Thurs., Aug. 11 & 18, 7-9 pm
•BreasqeedingSupport Group:
Tues , Aug. 16, MCCH Board Room,6:30-8 p.m.
•Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
•Miracle Moments Newsletter
•Miracle Moments Booklet

To Receive a Free

Saturday Seminar
Saturday,August13
"When and How to Treat Cataracts"
Guest Speaker:
Dr. Randal Hughes,ophthalmologist
9:00-10:00 a.m.
1spital Education Unit
ar ophthalmologist Dr. Randal Hughes share
up-to-date cataract information on diagnosis,
treatments and surgical procedures. IX Hughes
will answer questions at the end of the seminar. ,
Preregistration required by calling the
Health Promotions Office at(502)762-1384 or
1-800-342-MCCH before Thursday,August 11.

UPDATED
Physician Directory
Call 1-800-342-MCCH

COUNTY

Ii44

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502)762-1100
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